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Abstract 

This research focuses on the special case of the penalty kick in soccer. Although quite some 

research has already tried to search for cues that predict where a penalty kick will be shot, 

this research examines, besides the already known predictive cues, new cues which could 

help a goalkeeper predict the direction of a penalty kick. Using a self-created database of 

penalty kicks (including penalty kicks from both amateurs and professionals), we analyze 20 

cues that are potentially predictive for the direction of a penalty kick for professionals, as 

well as 20 cues for amateur players. A model based on the hip position, type of kick, and 

velocity of the run-up allows us to correctly predict the direction of a penalty kick in 68.2% 

of the cases, using a sample of professionals. Furthermore with the use of an amateur sample, 

a model was created based on the direction of the non-kicking foot, the hip position, type of 

kick and the height of a shot which allows us to predict 83.0% correctly for the direction of 

the penalty kick. Although these are decent results, elaborate models have less practical use 

for a goalkeeper. For this reason, with the use hierarchical tree models, more practical 

guidelines were formulated in order to help goalkeepers become better a predicting the 

direction of penalty kicks. From these guidelines, the direction of the non-kicking foot, the 

position of the hip and arm stretching were identified as most promising. The type of kick, 

the velocity of the run-up and the stretch of the arm were newly found cues to have a 

relationship with the direction of a penalty kick.  

Keywords: Penalty kick, cue utilization in soccer, predicting direction penalty kick  
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      Cue Utilization for Soccer Goalkeeper during Penalty Kicks 

 Soccer is the leading sport in the world with more than half of the world’s population 

as considered association soccer fan (Sawe, 2018). It is also a sport that is filled to the rim 

with “folk wisdom” that is often based on the opinions of former professional players or 

trainers (e.g. a player who is faulted should not take the penalty kick, formal great players 

make great coaches etc.). However, in recent years we see a movement evolving in the 

direction of evidence based knowledge around soccer with the publication of multiple pop 

science books (cf. Soccernomics (Kuper & Szymanski, 2009), The Numbers Game 

(Anderson & Sally, 2013) etc.) that tries to break through this old fashioned way of looking at 

the game and instead uses insights and analogies from economics, statistics, psychology, and 

business to better understand how the game works.  

One topic within soccer which is already been analyzed to some extent by this new 

movement is the penalty kick. The penalty kick is a unique part of soccer, since it is a 

relatively static part of the dynamic game that soccer is. Whereas most game states involve 

22 players, the penalty kick only involves two players and has a relatively straightforward 

outcome: the penalty kick is either scored or missed. Even though the penalty kick is simple, 

it can have a huge influence on the outcome of a match, a tournament or even a career. There 

are countless examples of how players are still haunted by missing one, like former Italian 

player Roberto Baggio who missed the decisive penalty kick in the World Cup of 1994: "It 

affected me for years. It is the worst moment of my career. I still dream about it. If I could 

erase a moment, it would be that one." (Barton, 2018).  

That the penalty kick is an important part of soccer is also shown by the numbers: a 

total of 48 penalty shootouts have decided knock-out matches in the FIFA World Cup or 

UEFA European Championship since 1976 (FIFA, 2018; UEFA, 2018), which means that 
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22.3% of the knock-out matches were decided with a penalty shootout. And, most recently 

seen at the FIFA World Cup 2018 in Russia, their occurrence is growing with the 

introduction of the Video Assistant Referee (VAR). The amount of penalty kicks rewarded 

after a foul was never this high, with 29 penalty kicks in total during the World Cup of 2018 

(with a success percentage of 79.3% and being 13.6% of the total amount of goals), while in 

Brazil four years ago a total of 13 penalties were rewarded (with a success percentage of 

92.3% and being 7.0% of the total amount of goals) and the old record was set during the 

tournament in Japan and South-Korea in 2002 with 18 penalties (with a success percentage of 

72.2% and being 8.1% of the total amount of goals) (Reuters, 2018). Also, when we take a 

look at the four biggest soccer leagues (English Premier League, Spanish La Liga, Italian 

Serie A and the German Bundesliga) over the season 2017/2018, a total amount of 406 

penalty kicks were rewarded in 1446 matches, which means that spectators saw 0.28 

penalties per match (of which 72.2% resulted in a goal) (Transfermarkt, 2018). So although 

one might think that the penalty kick is quite rare in its occurrence, we could conclude that, 

on average, in every four matches one penalty kick is taken, giving it a significant influence 

in soccer matches and their outcome.   

An often mentioned term in combination with the penalty kick is luck and a penalty 

shootout is regularly even called a pure lottery. As former coach of the national team of Spain 

Fernando Hierro stated after losing the penalty shootout against Russia during last World Cup 

in Russia: “A penalty shootout is basically a lottery, and we weren’t lucky.” (Scott, 2018). 

Also, former England goalkeeper Peter Shilton emphasizes the importance of luck during a 

penalty shootout: “The main factor in a penalty shootout is luck again. You need to stay calm 

and focused but the biggest thing you need is luck.” (AZ Quotes, n.d.). Another ongoing 

discussion around the penalty kick is whether a penalty kick is trainable. However Lees & 

Nolan (2002) and Dutta & Subramanium (2002) showed different methods of training the 
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accuracy of the kick, former players stay extremely skeptical about its trainability, as former 

Dutch international Willem van Hanegem stated during the World Cup of 2018: “I am 

waiting for the great minds who are again going to say that it is perfectly trainable. I don’t 

believe that….The fatigue and the long way to the penalty spot, the pressure. Try to train that 

part.” (Van Hanegem, 2018). This research is aimed at the case of the penalty kick and the 

challenge of becoming better than luck with the use of data, touching upon the larger 

academic discussion in the field of statistical versus clinical prediction (Grove & Meehl, 

1996). These researchers identified two approaches for the task of decision-making: 1) the 

traditional approach, which relies on judgment and intuition (clinical prediction) and 2) the 

mechanical approach, which relies on algorithms such as a statistical equation (statistical 

prediction). In this research (and the world of soccer in common), we could state that the 

traditional approach holds the folk wisdom and the judgement of experts (which are the 

goalkeepers and other former footballer players in our case), while the mechanical approach 

would hold the new movement of evidence-based knowledge and the use of statistical models 

to predict certain outcomes in soccer. It is not only a question which of the two approaches is 

most successful in predicting outcomes for soccer but also whether there is still practical use 

for it, as models might be able to perfectly predict the place a penalty kick will be shot based 

on various variables, but if these variables are impossible to use for, in our case a goalkeeper, 

there is no practical value for these models.   

   Previous research already started searching for cues which can tell a goalkeeper or a 

penalty taker what his opponent will do, with mixed results (Hanvey, 1999; Lees & Owens, 

2011; Williams & Burwitz, 1993). The biggest limitation of most of these research is the 

relatively small sample size they use and the often isolated setting for a potential cue in which 

the cue is investigated. This is also the first research question in this research: Which cues are 

predictive for the direction of a penalty kick? In previous research, the kind of participants 
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used vary in great extent: from participants who never played soccer in their live to full 

professionals. By only using one of these groups, researchers should be very careful claiming 

statements over all these groups. Since professional players make a living out of soccer, it 

feels intuitively logic that they improved their penalty kick technique in such a way, that 

goalkeepers have a much harder time interpreting them. Amateurs, on the contrary, probably 

are not even aware of the cues they give away, and spend probably no trouble hiding them. 

This leads to our second research question: to what extent do the predictive cues for the 

direction of the penalty kick differ between professional versus non-professional players?   

This research aims to aid the, according to the folk wisdom, most disadvantaged in the 

battle of the penalty kick: the goalkeeper, since the chance to save a penalty kick is small. 

This is caused by the fact that the goal has a big size (24 feet by 8 feet), the penalty spot is 

just 36 feet from the goal and approximately 39 feet to one of the top corners which means 

that if a ball is kicked 70 mph, it can reach the top corner in less than a half-second (~400 

milliseconds), while it was estimated that the keeper needs about 100 milliseconds just to 

process the kick mentally and another 100 milliseconds to decide where to jump and initiate 

the muscle movement which than takes over 700 milliseconds to jump and reach one side of 

the goal (Gaines, 2017). This causes the goalkeeper to be in a big disadvantage compared to 

the penalty taker. On the other hand, it is stated that the pressure of the penalty kick lies with 

the penalty taker, and not with the goalkeeper, giving him also an advantage in the penalty 

kick situation. As Dutch goalkeeper Roy Kortsmit, who saved six consecutive penalty kicks 

during the Dutch Eredivisie season 2017/2018, stated: “As a goalkeeper, you can only do it 

right. If you save him, you’re the hero, if not, nobody will get angry”. (Tempelman, 2017). 

Various researchers investigated the effect of this pressure on the penalty taker in order to aid 

his purpose of scoring a goal (Bakker, Oudejans, Binsch, & van der Kamp, 2006; Furley, 

Dicks, Stendtke, & Memmert, 2012; Noël & Van Der Kamp, 2012; Plessner, Unkelbach, 
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Memmert, Baltes, & Kolb, 2009; Wilson, Wood, & Vine, 2009a; Wood & Wilson, 2010). 

This research aims to create ‘more heroes’ by considering the extent to which the cues that 

have been considered in the literature (e.g. hips (Lees & Owens, 2011; Poulter, Jackson, 

Wann, & Berry, 2005; A M Williams & Burwitz, 1993), trunk (Hanvey, 1999; A M Williams 

& Burwitz, 1993), placement of the non-kicking foot (Hanvey, 1999; Lees & Owens, 2011; 

Quintic 4 Education, 2011), run-up (Hanvey, 1999; Loffing, Burmeister, & Hagemann, 2010; 

A M Williams & Burwitz, 1993) etc.) and newly introduced variables are predictive for the 

direction of penalty kick on a larger scale, and for professionals and amateurs alike. With 

respect to the latter, the main (but thus far untested) argument is that the professional penalty 

takers are better at “hiding” where they are aiming to shoot the penalty. Given a positive 

result for some of these cues, we use tree-based analysis techniques to help us develop a set 

of concrete guidelines for goalkeepers that could help them predict where a player is going to 

shoot, which is, as far as known by the researchers, not been tried before. This led to the third 

research question: To what extent do these cues which are predictive for the direction of the 

penalty kick, if any, have practical value to create meaningful suggestions for goalkeepers?     

To summarize, all this resulted in three main research questions: 1) Which cues are 

predictive for the direction of a penalty kick? 2) To what extent do these cues differ between 

professional versus non-professional players? 3) To what extent do these cues which are 

predictive for the direction of the penalty kick, if any, have practical value to create 

meaningful suggestions for goalkeepers?  
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Literature Review 

In the following review, we will first discuss research that was based on in-game data 

and will present the most important findings. Then, we will discuss which response cues were 

investigated in previous research in order to predict the penalty kick. Since visual training 

might be useful in training the goalkeepers in using promising cues, we will first discuss its 

success rate in other sports and then in which extent it is already tried with the case of the 

penalty kick. We will also discuss which strategies goalkeepers might use themselves in order 

to influence the penalty taker. Lastly, we will discuss how all research mentioned led to our 

own set-up and expectations.    

1.1 In-game research of the penalty kick  

 Kuhn (1988) was one of the first researchers to take interest in the case of the penalty 

kick. He analyzed 66 penalties from the German Bundesliga and European Cup matches 

between 1981 and 1983. He investigated whether he could use the flight time of the ball, 

which is the time between the impact with the foot of a penalty taker till it crosses the line of 

the goal, to differentiate penalty kick strategies. He first differentiated power penalties (flight 

time <600ms) from placement penalties (>600ms) and concluded that most penalties (80 

percent) were placement penalties. He then categorized two kicker strategies: keeper-

dependent and keeper-independent. Keeper-dependent strategies involve the kicker focusing 

on the goalkeeper and waiting for his anticipatory movements before shooting to the opposite 

direction from which the goalkeeper dives. The keeper-independent strategies ignore the 

goalkeeper, and instead focus only on where the kicker wants to shoot the ball. Kuhn 

suggested that approximately 70 percent of all shots utilize the keeper-dependent strategy, but 

based this only on flight time and not on, for example, gaze behavior of a player. Chiappori, 

Levitt, & Groseclose (2000) found out that in keeper-independent strategies, kicking the ball 
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in the middle has the highest probability of scoring (81% compared to 70% for the right and 

77% for the left corner). Kuhn (1988) furthermore found that the goalkeepers only achieved a 

correct prediction of the shot direction in 41 percent of all shots. It was furthermore 

concluded that goalkeepers must begin their response before or at the same time as ball 

contact, since the movement time of the goalkeepers ranged from 500 to 700ms, 

approximately equivalent to the time of ball flight. In the cases were the goalkeeper moved 

before the kick (64 cases), only 39 percent were predicted correctly. Franks & Harvey (1997) 

investigated the speed involved in penalty kicks and found speeds from 50 to 100 km/h which 

means the ball crosses the goal line with an average of 600ms after foot-ball contact, which is 

in line with the findings of Kuhn (1988). They furthermore found that goalkeepers reaction 

time subtracted and the time he or she need to dive to a corner (500-700ms) gave that the 

goalkeeper has to decide on a corner before the penalty taker even touches the ball. This 

means that a goalkeeper needs to search for cues which are present before the player hit the 

ball since waiting for later cues will results in insufficient time to dive to the corner.   

Hanvey (1999) conducted an analysis of 138 penalties taken in FIFA World Cup 

competitions (1982-1994). From these penalty kicks, 77.5 percent resulted in goals, 8 percent 

of the shots missed the target and 14.5 percent were saved by the goalkeeper. Other 

researchers later found roughly the same results: 129 penalties from FIFA World Cup finals 

and European Champions League finale gave 73 percent goals, 7 percent missed the target 

and 20 percent saves (Hughes & Wells, 2002a) and 3619 penalty kicks from the German 

Bundesliga over the period of 1963-2004 with 74.2 percent goals, 7 percent missed the target 

and 18.8 percent saved by the goalkeeper (Dohmen, 2008). We can thus overall state that 

over multiple samples about three quarters of the penalty kicks are scored (74.9%), 7.3% 

misses the target at all and 17.8% of the penalty kicks is saved, which is the percentage we 

aim to improve in this research. Since the start of the season 1993/1994, also the side of the 
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kick and the side the goalkeeper chose was recorded in the German Bundesliga. This data 

corroborate the conventional wisdom that left-footed players find it easier to kick to their 

right, while right-footed players find it easier to kick to their left. In the 857 cases, left-footed 

players shoot 45.3 percent to the “natural” side, and right-footed players 47.2 percent. Left-

footed players shoot 13.5 percent in the center and 41.2 percent to their weak side. Right-

footed players shoot 9.3 percent in the center and 43.5 percent of the cases to their weak side. 

The goalkeepers might be aware of the kickers’ preferences, since they jumped 52 percent of 

the cases to the natural side of the kicker, stayed 1.8 percent in the center and jumped 46.3 

percent of the cases to the weak side of the kicker. Results along the same lines were found 

by research on 1,417 penalty kicks from various countries by Palacios-Huerta (2003), where 

left-footed players shot 51.1% to their natural side, 40.3% to their weak side and 7.1% to the 

center and right-footed players shot 53.5% to their natural side, 38.9% to their weak side and 

7.1% to the center. Also in their sample, the goalkeepers jumped most of the times to the 

natural side of the kicker: 57.8 percent of the penalty kicks. Based on the research by 

Palacios-Huerta (2003) and Dohmen (2008), one might conclude that its best for a goalkeeper 

to dive to the natural side of a penalty taker, since on average, goalkeepers will then dive in 

the correct corner for 49.3 percent of the time which is already an improvement of the 41 

percent that Kuhn (1988) found.  

 Of course, not only the horizontal direction of the penalty kick is important (left, 

middle, right), but also the vertical direction (low, middle, high). Bar-Eli & Azar (2009) 

analyzed what is the best place to shoot a penalty kick in the vertical dimension based on data 

about 311 penalty kicks in top leagues and championships worldwide. They found that the 

goalkeeper’s chance of saving a penalty kick directed toward the upper third of the goal is 

0%, nevertheless, only 13% of penalty kicks reach this area. Furthermore, 30.4% are aimed in 

the middle and 56.6% in the lower third. Kerwin & Bray (2006) and also stated, based on 
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video analysis of the 2004 European championship penalties, that due ball flight time and 

physical limitations, 28% area of the goal (the upper corners and far in the lower corners, see 

also Figure 1 (Bray, 2012)) cannot be protected by the goalkeeper, meaning players could 

guarantee scoring if they shoot into this zone. Luckily for goalkeepers, players barely shoot a 

penalty kick in the upper third of the goal, probably due fear of kicking the penalty kick over 

the bar. We could state that it would be the best strategy for a goalkeeper, according previous 

research to dive in the lower parts of the goal, but it seems that goalkeepers have developed a 

kind of “basic dive” in their penalty kick goalkeeping, in which they are able to reach both 

parts of the lower and middle of the goal.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Response cues  

 Goalkeepers whom try to save a penalty kick will generally not toss a coin in their 

head to decide a corner to dive to, but try to predict the direction of the penalty kick using 

certain cues which they believe help them. Multiple researchers also searched for these cues 

and their relationship with the direction of the penalty kick, which will be discussed in the 

coming paragraphs.    

Figure 1. The goalkeeper’s diving envelope with the probability of scoring for each zone according to research of 
Bray (2012). 
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 Hanvey (1999) was one of the first researcher to analyze penalty kicks by searching 

for cues which could point to the direction of the shot. He analyzed all response cues that 

were displayed by a penalty taker prior to ball contact and calculated its reliability to predict 

shot direction. He identified the cues: starting position, angle of approach to the ball, forward 

or backward lean of the trunk, placement of the non-kicking foot, inward or outward knee 

rotation of the kicking leg just prior to contact and the point of contact on the ball. He 

concluded that the only response cue that was both reliable and time efficient, was the 

placement of the non-kicking foot. This cue was 80 percent reliable and allowed goalkeepers 

to react between 150 to 200ms after detection. He concluded that if the non-kicking foot 

directed towards the right, then the shot will be to the right. Similarly, if the foot points to the 

left the shot is directed to the left. On the few occasions when the foot is pointing towards the 

center of the goal, two outcomes were most likely: either the ball will be shot through the 

middle of the goal or the ball will be driven to the right for right-footed players and left for 

left-footed players. Lees & Owens (2011) draw the same conclusion of the support foot 

progression angle being the most valuable variable in order to predict the direction of the ball 

after they performed an optoelectronic motion analysis (which is an analysis using the 

interaction between light and electronics, usually an electronic device that source, detect and 

control light (Diemer, 1961)) on postural cues in kicking that may be of use for goalkeepers. 

They furthermore indicated the pelvis rotation and kicking hip and ankle flexion as 

significantly different and possible cues, but these were less clear in their interpretation and 

by that less valuable for a goalkeeper. Cues appearing after support foot contact were thought 

unlikely to be of value to a goalkeeper in their decision making. These include kicking leg 

knee flexion angle, and support leg shank and thigh angles. A case study by a team of Quintic 

4 Education (2011) also found a strong correlation of 77 percent between the position of the 

non-kicking foot and the direction of the ball. Concluding, according to the research 
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mentioned above, the direction of the non-kicking foot is both a reliable and time efficient 

cue, while other cues might have some predictive power over the direction of the penalty kick 

(like the pelvis rotation, the orientation of the kicking hip and ankle flexion) they were less 

clear for interpretation or appear to late in order to be of use for a goalkeeper.       

One aspect of the penalty kick which is investigated already quite thoroughly is the 

gaze behavior of goalkeepers during a penalty kick. Instead of searching for correlations 

between certain cues and directions of a penalty kick like been done in previous described 

literature, this approach focuses on what the gaze pattern of successful (and unsuccessful) 

goalkeepers is, and from this derive which regions are useful. It was found during lab 

sessions that longer fixations on the head, shoulders and arms resulted in more goals, while 

longer fixation durations on the hips, non-kicking leg, kicking leg and ball areas resulted in 

more saves (Kim & Lee, 2006; Piras & Vickers, 2011; Savelsbergh, Williams, Van Der 

Kamp, & Ward, 2002; Savelsbergh, Williams, Kamp, & Ward, 2005). Kim & Lee (2006) and 

Savelsbergh et al. (2002) furthermore found that total gaze fixations time was higher and on 

average gaze fixation time longer when the kick was successfully anticipated. Savelsbergh et 

al. (2002) and Dicks, Button, & Davids (2010) stated that successful experts waited longer 

before the initiation of the response. This was also stated by Morya, Ranvaud, & Pinheiro 

(2003), who reported that goalkeepers actions less than 150ms before foot-ball contact 

increase the chance of a less accurate penalty kick and thus a missed penalty from which they 

concluded that the longer a goalkeeper waits to initiate a movement, the less time remains for 

a penalty taker during run-up to change the direction. Also, quite some literature stated the 

so-called visual pivot (gaze centrally located between the ball and kicking leg, see Figure 2) 

as a good predictor of ball direction (Kim & Lee, 2006; Piras & Vickers, 2011; Ripoll, 

Kerlirzin, Stein, & Reine, 1995; Williams & Elliott, 1999) . Overall, we can conclude that for 

a goalkeeper there is no benefit by focusing on the head, shoulders and arms and they should 
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take more interest in the lower parts of the body of the penalty taker and it might furthermore 

be beneficial for a goalkeeper to wait as long as possible to imitate a movement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on the gaze behavior of goalkeepers, Williams & Burwitz (1993) regarded the 

hip position at impact as the most important information source. They separated two positions 

for the hip: an open angled position and a square on position (which we will call closed hip), 

see also Figure 3. 

They concluded that if the right hip was in an open position relative to the goalkeeper, 

the ball went to the kicker’s right (for right-footed players). But when the hip was closed to 

the subject, the ball went to the kicker’s left. Furthermore, Williams & Burwitz (1993) stated 

that the lean of the trunk was deemed to be most important in anticipating the correct height 

of the ball. A penalty kick that went high was characterized by leaning back of the trunk 

before ball contact. Biggest limitation of studies on gaze behavior of goalkeepers, as stated by 

Dicks et al. (2010), is that eye movement of goalkeepers under real-time conditions that 

require goalkeepers to move and intercept the ball are different to lab conditions. It turns out 

Figure 2. Example of the gaze on the visual pivot between the ball and kicking leg in anticipation of the kicking 
action. The small red circle shows the location of the gaze  (Piras & Vickers, 2011a, p. 4). 
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that goalkeepers almost exclusively fixated on the ball and rarely on the kicking or non-

kicking leg when they were facing a penalty kick on the pitch, and thus it seems to be 

insufficient to only tell a goalkeeper which cue is the most helpful, but some kind of training 

is needed in order to let them make the optimal use of this information.   

 Williams & Griffiths (2002) investigated whether the direction of the run-up 

influences the goalkeeper’s prediction for the direction of the shot. They found that penalty 

kicks aimed to the dominant foot-side of the goal (right side for a right-footed player), was 

preceded by a wide angle of approach (35°), whilst kicks to the non-dominant side were 

approached from a narrow angle (23°). Although this might be a very useful cue, some 

difficulties arise when a goalkeeper would try to use this cue. Firstly, the angle of approach 

varies widely between players. A previous study on the approach angle (which investigated 

relations between angle of approach and kicking accuracy) reported a mean approach angle 

of 30.3° witch an standard deviation of 15.2° and a range of 39° (Scurr & Hall, 2009). It will 

probably be very hard for a goalkeeper to estimate the angle, especially without any 

reference. A second issue, which is proposed by Dicks et al. (2001), is the fact that the angle 

of the run-up is an early cue which could be easily used by the penalty taker as deception to 

fool the goalkeeper, which makes it a more doubtful cue in its usefulness.    

 

Figure 3. An example of an open angles position of the hip (left) and a  closed position of the hip (right) 
captured in this research. 
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1.3 Other sports using visual training in judging cues 

Based on the previous research described, we could somewhat safely assume that 

there is a good possibility we will find some cues which have predictive power for the 

direction of a penalty kick. But in order to make these cues also useful for a goalkeeper, some 

kind of training is necessary, since previous research also suggested to simply stating the 

important cues did not help alter their gazing behavior (Dicks et al., 2011). A new question 

which arises is whether it is even possible to train players using certain cues with a training 

method. The coming paragraphs will discuss previous research on the use of visual training in 

various sports in order to become better at judging certain cues, and how effective this 

approach was in these studies.  

Thiffault (1974) conducted one of the first scientific studies on visual training in 

sport. Ice hockey players were trained to make faster tactical decisions following brief 

exposure to slides of game situations. In a designed transfer task on an actual ice surface, 

subjects exhibited an enhanced decision-making ability. Nevertheless, the study was not able 

to show the visual training facilitating performance in a real game situation. Later, Salmela & 

Fiorito (1979) investigated the ability to anticipate the direction of shots of 34 young ice 

hockey goalies from filmed sequences of a hockey player approaching the net and directing a 

shot. The researchers varied the occlusion of their film display prior to puck contact and 

concluded that the prediction performance of the goalies was aided by the increased 

availability of advanced cues. The most accurate response was obtained when subjects 

viewed the video display occluded 2 frames (60ms) prior to contact. The results of this study 

supports that the closer a cue to the impact, the greater predictive value is has. Burroughs 

(1984) developed a visual training using video simulations of pitchers throwing fastballs and 

curves in baseball. A group of collegiate batters participated (n=59) and significantly 

improved their location prediction and pitch recognition. These results clearly demonstrate 
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that the visual training improved the batters perceptual abilities. Christina, Barresi, & 

Shaffner (1990) conducted research on the improvement of accuracy of response selection by 

viewing video simulations with collegiate football linebackers. The linebacker viewed cues in 

the back field and tight end positions and were asked to make the most appropriate response 

to the cues as quickly and accurate as possible. The researchers highlighted the critical areas 

of the visual display and in this way gave specific feedback to guide the visual training. Data 

revealed that there was an improvement in response selection accuracy. Abernethy, Wood, & 

Parks (1999) were able to improve the squash anticipatory skills of squash players through 

instructions to focus on particular areas of information. Participants were presented with short 

video clips showing an opposing squash player who executed a particular stroke, and in this 

way, they presented evidence that anticipatory skills, at least as assessed by standardized 

laboratory procedures, can be enhanced by practice.  

Smeeton, Williams, Hodges, & Ward (2005) examined the effectiveness of explicit 

instruction, guided discovery and discovery learning in the anticipation of tennis shots. In the 

guided discovery condition, participants were instructed to direct their attention towards the 

hip, trunk or racket, while in the discovery learning, no such directed instruction was given. 

The performance during the acquisition phase of the guided discovery group improved at a 

faster rate than the discovery-learning group. This finding indicated that directing attention 

can be very useful. Hagemann, Strauss, & Canal-Bruland (2006) trained novice players to 

learn the location and breadth of the focus of attention in a badminton task. They used a 

transparent red patch to orient attention to relevant areas of information at different moments 

before racket-shuttle contact. Oudejans, Koedijker, Bleijendaal, & Bakker (2005) used visual 

control training to help improve the timing of attention in basketball jump shooting. 

Participants were trained to direct their attention to pick-up relevant information later during 

the performance of a jump shot. The training group improved their field goal and three-point 
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percentage in games compared to the control group. Success resulting from perceptual 

anticipation as a results of laboratory-based training has been shown to transfer also to the 

field setting in tennis (Ward, Williams, & Bennett, 2002) and field hockey (Williams, Ward, 

& Chapman, 2003). We could overall conclude that in many other sports visual training has 

proved to be helpful in predicting a variable of interest, which makes it also a promising 

approach for the training of the goalkeepers.   

1.4 Training the penalty kick 

Multiple researchers have already tried to train participants to better anticipate the 

direction of a penalty kick. Hanvey (1999) provided a group of eighteen knowledgeable 

soccer coaches with the information that the placement of the non-kicking foot invariably 

pointed in the direction which the ball would travel. These soccer coaches improved their 

predicted shot direction accuracy up to 77 percent (from 62 percent) but it slowed down their 

reaction time (365ms) in lab studies. It was concluded that these reaction times were not fast 

enough for a goalkeeper to stop a penalty kick since these need to be between levels of 100 

and 200ms. Hanvey (1999) then used a more elaborate visual training program to improve the 

ability to predict the direction of a penalty kick of eight goalkeepers (university and national 

level), consisting of multiple stages inside and outside the lab. The goalkeepers improved 

their response accuracy from 58 percent to 83 percent in the lab sessions. Then, the 

researcher tried to transfer their enhanced visual skills to a more ecologically valid setting (in 

a gymnasium), which resulted in a response accuracy of 80 percent (but without the need to 

really stop the penalty kick). As final phase, the goalkeepers faced 40 penalty kicks with the 

objective to stop as many as possible. In this final phase, the response accuracy of the 

goalkeepers was 72 percent, but their movement time and save percentage did not 

significantly change. Although the visual training improved the goalkeepers’ cognitive ability 
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to predict penalty kick direction, there was still further training needed to improve the save 

percentage and movement time.  

McMorris & Hauxwell (1997) investigated the effect of video observations to enhance 

the anticipatory abilities of soccer goalkeepers. Thirty college players completed a pre-test to 

determine their anticipatory ability where they view penalty kicks occluded at different points 

in the film display. The researchers then divided the group in three groups (two experimental, 

one control). The two experimental groups viewed 250 or 500 full vision penalty kicks, were 

instructed to look for certain pre-contact cues (angle of run up, the point of foot-ball contact 

and angle of the kicker’s trunk at contact) and then all three groups were retested on their 

anticipation skills. Both experimental groups improved their anticipation with an average 

radial error difference of 5.52 mm between pre and posttest, while the control group did not 

improve their performance. No significant difference was found between the two 

experimental groups, from which the researchers concluded that there may be a cutoff point 

at which further observation of penalty kicks is irrelevant.   

Poulter, Jackson, Wann, & Berry (2005) divided forty-eight female university 

students with no previous experience of viewing penalty kicks or playing soccer in four 

groups. First, all groups estimated in which direction twelve filmed penalty kicks would go. 

Then one group (explicit group) got instructions about the relationship between postural cues 

and subsequent penalty kick direction, accompanied by still images to highlight key regions 

including the angle of the hips, starting position and angle of run-up, lean angle of the upper 

body, the swing path of the kicking leg, and the direction of the placement foot. The explicit 

group got the task to estimate the ball speed, the placebo group watched 20 minutes of a 

soccer match and the control group got a break. All groups then again judged twelve penalty 

kicks about their direction. A significant improvement in horizontal prediction accuracy was 

observed in the explicit and placebo group (14.9% and 13.19% improvement in their 
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prediction accuracy). But only the explicit training intervention resulted in changes in gaze 

behavior and increased awareness of relevant postural cues.  

Gibbons (n.d.) used a simple training paradigm on ten expert soccer players (County 

level or higher) and ten novice soccer players with little or no experience playing soccer. 

First, all participants watched 25 penalty kicks and predicted if the ball would be shot to the 

left or the right. Then participants were instructed about the relationship between the non-

kicking foot and ball direction and were asked to pay special attention in the next 25 clips. 

This simple training paradigm significantly changed dwell time and number of fixations on 

different areas of interest, in particular the standing foot, which significantly increased 

penalty kick prediction accuracy in both groups (71.5% to 86.5% for expert and 65.6% to 

89% for novice.  

 Dicks, Pocock, Thelwell, & van der Kamp (2017) used an on-field anticipation 

training intervention with the aim of improving novice goalkeepers’ penalty kick 

performance. They used eighteen novice goalkeepers and divided them into two trainings 

groups: one-player training and three-player training. The one-player training group consisted 

of traditional penalty kicks in which one player ran-up from a distance of 4 meter and 

executed the penalty. The three-player training consisted of three players running up to the 

ball from 4 meter, side-by-side, at three different orientations to the ball, with only one of the 

three players executing the penalty. This was done to create a so-called reduced usefulness 

training, by which it was tried to direct the goalkeeper’s attention towards the use of 

kinematic information that unfolds in the final phase of a penalty taker’s kick action. All 

goalkeepers faced 80 penalty kicks, of which 40 were non-deceptive and 40 deceptive kicks 

(executing a kick as though you intend to aim to one side of the goal, before shooting at the 

opposite side). Following training, results revealed that the three-player training group made 

significantly more saves when facing non-deception kick in comparison with the one-player 
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training group. There was no difference between the groups in the number of saves for 

deception trials. 

We can conclude based on previous discussed research that it is possible to train 

participants (of different levels) to alter their gaze behavior in using promising cues and by 

this become better at predicting the direction of a penalty kick. The biggest obstacle these 

researchers faced (when tried) was the problem of the translation to the field, where the 

improvements achieved in the lab were not significantly present on the pitch (or would only 

lead to improved accuracy prediction but not more saves, e.g. see Hanvey (1999), who states 

this was caused due the goalkeepers movement time was not decreased.            

1.5 Other tips for goalkeepers 

Besides that goalkeepers could use certain cues to become better at predicting the 

direction of a penalty kick, they could also themselves use certain strategies in order to 

influence the penalty taker. Research on strategies that the goalkeeper might use will be now 

be discussed.  

One way for goalkeepers to increase their chances of success is to place himself 

slightly to the left or the right of the center of the goal. Masters, Kamp, & Jackson (2007) 

found that when goalkeepers take a non-central position, the kicker’s shooting behavior is 

influenced in the direction of the larger side. They confirmed this finding by instructing 

players to only kick toward the side of their choice when they believed that the goalkeeper 

was standing exactly in the middle. Results showed that the goalkeeper’s position on the goal 

line systematically affected goal-side selection, even when participants were not aware of the 

displacement.  

Van Der Kamp & Masters (2008) showed that goalkeepers can mimic Müller-Lyer 

configurations by assuming different arm postures. Goalkeepers who raise their arms above 
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their head are perceived to be bigger than goalkeepers lowering their arms and this also 

effects the accuracy of the penalty kick. If a goalkeeper looks bigger, penalties are more often 

directed further away from him, making it more difficult to save them. Furley, Noël, & 

Memmert (2016) tested whether the consequences of attention towards goalkeepers in 

association football penalty shootouts that have exclusively been derived from laboratory 

experiments hold in real-game situations. The researchers conducted a retrospective analysis 

of all penalty shootouts during FIFA World Cups (1986–2010) and UEFA European Football 

Championships (1984–2012) giving a total of 322 penalty kicks. In line with previous 

reasearch, around three out of four penalty’s were scored (73.3%). Further analysis showed 

that kicks that were categorised as predominantly gazing towards goalkeepers resulted in 

more saves and better performance by goalkeepers. Further, if goalkeepers engaged in 

behaviours to distract penatly takers it also resulted in more saves and better goalkeeping 

performance, since more penalty kicks were shot centrally. Goalkeepers turned out to initiate 

their movement response later after engaging in distracting behaviour and from this the 

researchers concluded that it was caused by the fact that goalkeepers can wait longer to save 

the shot since the penakty kicks are hit more centrally due the distractive behaviour. Wood & 

Wilson (2010) also showed a moving goalkeeper in contrast to static one attracted more 

visual attention in penalty takers during the aiming phase. In addition, players directed kicks 

significantly more centrally toward a moving compared to a static goalkeeper, and 

goalkeepers significantly saved more shots when moving until the ball was kicked. Jordet, 

Hartman, & Sigmundstad (2009) found that players that were delayed from taking their 

penalty kick, often by the goalkeeper, were more likely to miss.   

We can thus conclude that goalkeepers could increase their chance of saving a penalty 

kick by increasing the chance that a player attend towards them, which could possibly be 

achieved by distractive behaviour. This furthermore gives the goalkeeper the oppurtunity to 
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wait a little longer before initiation a movement when using this distractive behavior since 

more penalty kicks will be shot centrally. Also standing out of thew center of the goal and 

lowering his arms could turn out to have benefical effects.    

1.6 Other kind of research on penalty kicks 

Furthermore, a lot of other aspects were investigated around the penalty kick which 

are not that interesting or helpful for a goalkeeper but we nevertheless state some of the most 

surprising or interesting in the coming chapter. For example, various research has been 

conducted about the relationship between penalty kicks and jersey colors. Attrill, Gresty, Hill, 

& Barton (2008) found that in English soccer, a red jersey was associated with better team 

performance for home matches. Greenlees, Leyland, Thelwell, & Filby, (2008) reported that 

English goalkeepers estimated their chances of saving a penalty kick lower when the penalty 

taker wore a red jersey (compared to a white jersey). However, Furley, P., Dicks, M., & 

Memmert (2012) did not find an advantage wearing red compared to white in a sample of 

German goalkeepers. They found that penalty takers body language was a more reliable 

indicator of a goalkeeper’s perceived likelihood of success. Plessner, Unkelbach, Memmert, 

Baltes, & Kolb (2009) investigated the difference in probability to score a penalty kick 

between chronic-prevention focused and chronic-promotion focused players. The chronic-

prevention focused players had a significantly higher probability of scoring a penalty kick, 

probably because people with this type of focus perform normally better in prevention 

situations. Since scoring a goal in a penalty shootout is generally considered as an obligation 

to fulfill (i.e. prevention situation) rather than as a chance to excel (i.e. promotion situation) 

chronic prevention-focused players should be more successful. Wilson, Wood, & Vine (2009) 

investigated the difference in gaze behavior under low and high threat conditions in fourteen 

male university penalty takers. Players performing under high threat (promised prize for best 

kicker and note that leaderboard will be made public) fixated considerably longer on the 
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goalkeeper and directed balls more centrally toward the goalkeeper. Furley, Dicks, Stendtke, 

& Memmert (2012) showed that penalty takers hastening (not taking ones time after the 

referee whistle) and hiding (turning back toward the goalkeeper) led to an increased 

confidence the goalkeepers’ likelihood of saving the penalty. Furthermore, goalkeepers 

initiated their movement later following the observation of hastening or hiding behavior. 

Jordet & Hartman (2008) found that not looking at the goalkeeper or an overly quickly 

execution of the penalty led to poorer kicking performance. Certain instructions (i.e. “not to 

fail”) can lead to the exact opposite effect and increase the probability of missing a penalty 

(Barker, Oudejans, Binsch, & Van Der Kamp, 2006). Moll, Jordet, & Pepping (2010) showed 

that after a successful penalty, players should celebrate as theatrically as possible because this 

seems to have an impact on the opposing team who then tends to perform worse in their 

subsequent shots. Concurrently, celebratory behaviour may positively affect kicking 

performances of one’s own teammates. Horikawa & Yagi (2012) investigated how the level 

of trait anxiety can influence state anxiety and penalty shootout performance. They found that 

higher trait anxiety tends to result in higher state anxiety which interferes with goal kicking 

performance. This might be the explanation for the choking under pressure phenomenon, 

which can be observed when highly skilled athletes fail to successfully accomplish a well-

trained and easy task in highly stressful situation (Jordet et al., 2009). Another discussed 

reason for choking under pressure is an increase in self-attention which causes that an athlete 

no longer performs an action automatically but becomes consciously aware of their 

performance (Lewis & Linder, 1997). Also, negatively formulated statements such as “don’t 

miss the goal” or “don’t shoot the ball so that the goalkeeper can block it” may make players 

focus on the goalkeeper or the space outside the goal. Therefore, players should not focus 

their visual attention on the goalkeeper (Wilson et al., 2009b; Wood & Wilson, 2010).  
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Dohmen (2005) found that the probability of missing a penalty is slightly higher in 

front of a home crowd (26.41% vs. 24.17%), which suggest that the home situation increases 

pressure on the players and thus enhances the likelihood of a chocking-under-pressure effect 

(Chiappori et al., 2000). Jordet et al. (2009) proposed that highly favorable public appraisals 

of a team are linked to displays of escapist self-regulation strategies and inferior performance. 

For example, this suggestion appears rather disadvantageous to the coach of the English 

national team in a European or World Cup. Following the referee’s whistle in the shootout, 

English players were found to start running far more quickly (after 0.28 s) than those of other 

nations, and they mostly avoid direct eye contact with the goalkeeper during penalty kick 

preparation (56.7% of English players turn their backs on the goalkeeper during the run-up). 

The researchers also analyzed the different time intervals related to kicking performance for 

penalty shootouts in three major international soccer tournaments. One of their findings was 

that players who wait a bit longer after the referee’s whistle have a greater probability of 

success. In another study, Jordet (2009) showed that teams from countries with many 

international club titles or many internationally decorated players that is, teams with high 

public status like England or Spain spent less time preparing their shots.  

1.7 This research  

 In order to find cues which are predictive for the direction of the penalty kick (research 

question 1), video clips will be analyzed for both amateur and professional players (research 

question 2). How these video clips were obtained and how these were analyzed will be further 

discussed in the method section. A decision must be made which variables should be included 

in the coding scheme for the videoclips. This was mostly based on previous discussed literature 

and will now be further discussed.  
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The direction of the non-kicking foot is stated multiple times in the literature to have 

predictive power for the direction of a penalty kick in the horizontal plane (Hanvey, 1999; Lees 

& Owens, 2011; Quintic 4 Education, 2011) and so is an important variable to include. The 

literature also suggested a direction for the use of this cue, which is also the direction we expect 

to unfold: if the non-kicking foot directs towards the right, then the shot will be to the right. 

Similarly, if the foot points to the left the shot will be directed to the left. On the few occasions 

when the foot is pointing towards the center of the goal, two outcomes are most likely: either 

the ball will be shot through the middle of the goal or the ball will be driven to the right for 

right-footed players and left for left-footed players (Hanvey, 1999).  

One other que which is stated multiple times in the literature, is the position of the 

kicking hip (Lees & Owens, 2011; Poulter et al., 2005; Williams & Burwitz, 1993). For this 

cue, Williams & Burwitz (1993) proposed the following rule: if the right hip was in an open 

position relative to the goalkeeper, the ball went to the kicker’s right (for right-footed players). 

But when the hip was closed to the subject, the ball went to the kickers left (see also Figure 3). 

This proposed relationship is also what we expect to be found in our samples. Other cues like 

the pelvis rotation (Lees & Owens, 2011) and knee rotation (Hanvey, 1999) are thought to be 

directly related to the position of the kicking hip and also none of the literature proposed any 

suggestion about the relationship of this cue and the direction of the penalty kick, by which 

was decided not to include them.  

Another aspect that we considered is the so-called visual pivot (Kim & Lee, 2006; Piras 

& Vickers, 2011; Ripoll et al., 1995; A. Williams & Elliott, 1999), which is a term for a certain 

region in gaze behavior research (gaze centrally located between the ball and kicking leg). 

Since we will not include any tools to measure this visual pivot, it could not be included in any 

way. Another cue which might deliver information about the direction of a penalty kick is 

found in the run-up. The angle of approach (Hanvey, 1999; Loffing & Hagemann, 2014; 
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Williams & Burwitz, 1993) was stated to have influence, but also the drawbacks of this cue 

were stated. The proposed difference in the angle of approach is probably hard to see for a 

goalkeeper since he will lack a reference point. Furthermore, as stated by Dicks et al. (2001), 

the angle of the run-up is one of the cues which can easily be used by the penalty taker to 

deceive a goalkeeper, which why we decided not to include it. We did include the velocity of 

the run-up, since we did not find any research including this variable and it might unfold in 

interesting relationships.   

Since the point of impact of foot and ball (Hanvey, 1999) and the ankle flexion of the 

kicking foot (Lees & Owens, 2011) are impossible to see for a goalkeeper, they were also not 

included. The type of kick was included within two categories: the inside kick (kicked with the 

inner part of the foot) and the instep kick (kicked with the upper surface of the foot). Although 

this variable was not stated in the literature, the variable is easy to judge based on our video 

films and it might turn out to have value since it clearly uses a different technique. For the 

height of a shot, the lean of the trunk is stated in the literature to have predictive value (Hanvey, 

1999; Williams & Burwitz, 1993). Williams and Burwitz (1993) furthermore also stated a 

direction for the use of this cue: a penalty kick that went high was characterized by leaning 

back of the trunk before ball contact. The location of the goalkeeper was also stated of being 

of importance to influence the direction of the penalty kick (Furley, Noël, & Memmert, 2017; 

Masters, 1992; Van Der Kamp & Masters, 2008). When the goalkeeper is standing out of the 

center, it is expected that the penalty taker is more likely to shoot to the corner to the corner 

with the biggest area left.     

Also, the goalkeeper behavior (Furley, Noël, & Memmert, 2017; Jordet et al., 2009; 

Van Der Kamp & Masters, 2008; Wood & Wilson, 2010) was judged, in order to find if one of 

the proposed strategies works best. One variable which was stated in the literature to be not 

helpful according to gaze behavior research (Kim & Lee, 2006; Piras & Vickers, 2011; 
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Savelsbergh, Williams, Van Der Kamp, & Ward, 2002; Savelsbergh, Williams, Kamp, & 

Ward, 2005) but we will still include, is the position of the arm at the non-dominant side foot 

of a penalty taker. This cue was proposed by Kevin van Veen (goalkeeper coach and assistant-

coach FC Utrecht Youth), whom had the gut feeling that there is a relationship between the 

stretch of this arm and the direction of the penalty kick, and claimed to have seen it work 

multiple times on the field. He proposed that when the arm at the non-domiant foot side is 

stretched, the shot will be crossed. When the arm at the non-domiant foot side is not stretched, 

a shot will be to the dominant foot-side of the penalty taker (see Figure 4).  

 

Since this relationship has not been tested before and sounded quite promising since it 

is a cue which is presented earlier than most cues and easy to see, it was included in our coding 

scheme. Furthermore, various descriptive variables were collected (e.g. age, preferred foot, 

experience, position) and some game-related variables from the profession sample (e.g. current 

score, time, home or away match, attendance). All these variables will then be included in 

logistics models in order to find which variables have predictive power for the direction of the 

penalty kick and if there is a difference between the amateur and the professional players. We 

could see these models as a kind of upper limit of what we can predict about the penalty kick 

using our dataset, since they are not restricted by the amount of variables (which a goalkeeper 

is off course, since a goalkeeper can impossible pay attention to every variable). Since we also 

Figure 4. Example of a stretcher arm (left) and a non-stretched arm (right) captured in this research. 
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want this research to add practical value, tree-based models were created and discussed to find 

certain relationship between variables which could be the basis for concrete guidelines for 

goalkeepers.     

Method 

 In the coming chapter, we will shortly discuss the earlier mentioned video database, 

the participants and the expert interviews. We will furthermore discuss the apparatus and the 

used procedure and design. Also the measurement tools will be discussed for the earlier 

discussed cues.   

A database with penalty kicks performed by amateurs and professionals was created 

with the use of self-generated videoclips (amateurs) and videoclips made available by the 

Dutch professional football club FC Utrecht (playing at the highest league in the Netherlands, 

the “Eredivisie”) (professionals). The procedure of how these videoclips were obtained for 

the amateurs will be further discussed in the Apparatus and Procedure and Design sections.     

2.1 Participants (Amateurs)  

A total of 1 female and 32 male soccer players (M age = 18.4 years old, SD = 6.5), 

with an average competitive experience in soccer of 12.5 years (SD = 5.5), volunteered to 

participate in the study as penalty takers. Participants played in the third (“hoofdklasse”) to 

9th (“6e klasse”) division of Dutch amateur leagues. The 6 soccer goalkeepers (M age = 20.5 

years old, SD = 7.5), who had an average competitive experience of 13.8 years (SD = 5.6), 

were matched with the level of the penalty takers. The latter was done in an attempt to create 

a situation where both the penalty taker and the goalkeeper would feel to have the necessary 

skills to perform the action in a serious matter, since deviation of levels might lead to 

participants taken it too lightly or as to be a big of a challenge to perform. Prior to testing 

participants provided written informed consent.  
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2.2 Participants (Professionals) 

Professional Dutch soccer club FC Utrecht provided us with video clips of the last 10 

penalty kicks of all Dutch football clubs playing in the highest league in the season 

2017/2018 (176 usable video clips in total). A total of 91 male soccer players (M age = 25.4 

years old, SD = 3.6) and 51 male goalkeepers (M age = 26.9 years old, SD = 4.6) were 

included in these videos. The video clips were taken from matches in the Dutch Eredivisie 

(105), Florida Cup (7), Johan Cruijff Schaal (4) (the Dutch Super Cup between the national 

champion and the cup winner), Jupiler League (6) (second level of Dutch professional 

soccer), KNVB Beker (41) (Dutch cup tournament), Playoffs for relegation/promotion (1), 

Playoffs for Europa League tickets (10) and the Champions League (1).   

2.3 Expert Interviews 

Multiple expert interviews were conducted in order discover how this topic is 

perceived in the professional world. First, we asked them to describe all features and factors 

they thought were part of a penalty kick, since there might be factors which we had 

overlooked thus far. Furthermore, they inquired on training methods and information use for 

the penalty kick, since academic literature did not provide details about the trainings methods 

currently used and which kind of information is used (if at all) by the professional clubs. We 

also discussed whether they believed certain strategies would be best to deploy and look over 

what was previous found in the literature. We were curious whether there is any consensus 

among the professionals for a most successful strategy (and whether our analysis also shows 

that later). We furthermore discussed this research and whether they think it could be useful 

and interesting for them. The experts interviewed were Ruud Hesp (goalkeeper coach PSV 

Eindhoven), Eric Weghorst (goalkeeper coach FC Twente), Stefan Postma (goalkeeper coach 

FC Utrecht), Kevin van Veen (goalkeeper coach and assistant-coach FC Utrecht Youth) and 
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Harm Zeinstra (goalkeeper Heracles Almelo). When quotes were used of these experts, 

abbreviations of their names will be stated.    

2.4 Apparatus 

The penalty kicks were taken on an artificial grass pitch of a local Dutch soccer club. 

All penalty kicks were taken from the penalty spot marked 11m from the goal line on a goal 

with the regular sizes (7.32 by 2.44 m). One digital camera (Kodak Easyshare Z650) was 

placed in front of the goal at a distance of 16m. Another digital camera (Nikon D3100) was 

placed behind the goal at a distance of 4m. This generated two views of the penalty kicks, 

one from behind of the goalkeeper and one from behind the penalty taker (see Figure 5).  

 

 

Figure 5. Example of the camera behind the goalkeeper (left) and behind the penalty taker (right) in current 

research 

2.5 Procedure and Design 

After arrival on the pitch, both field players and goalkeepers were briefed about the 

setup of the experiment. There were asked to fill in a short questionnaire about their 

background and their expectations of their own performance (Appendix A & B). The 

goalkeepers were furthermore asked to describe their strategy when facing a penalty kick. 

Field players were asked to shoot the penalty kicks as they would do in a soccer game, and 
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goalkeepers were asked to simply save as many as they could. An extra incentive was added 

by rewarding the best performing penalty taker and goalkeeper with a gift card for an online 

soccer shop. Both field players and goalkeepers were allowed to perform any form of self-

selected warm up. Every penalty taker took 10 penalty kicks in blocks of 5 penalty kicks to 

prevent too much repetition for both penalty takes as goalkeeper. Each goalkeeper faced at 

least two different penalty takers.  

2.6 Data Analysis 

The penalty takers and goalkeepers’ performance were assessed offline from the video 

recordings. Three dependent measures were defined: percentage of penalty kicks which were 

shot crossed (to the left for a right-footed player and to the right for a left-footed player), 

percentage of penalty kicks that were shot high (upper part of the goal) and percentage of 

penalty kicks that were shot low (lower part of the goal). For all earlier discussed variables, 

we will now discuss how they were measured if the coding is not obvious. The direction of 

the non-kicking foot was divided in three categories: pointing to the left, pointing to the 

middle and pointing to the right. Since we will record the amateurs sample by our self, we are 

able to set up a camera close to the ball, so we can judge in which direction the non-kicking 

foot is pointing (see Figure 6).   

Figure 6. Example of the direction of the non-kicking foot to the left (left), middle (middle) and right (right) 
captured in this research. 
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This is not the case for the professional sample, since these video clips will be 

delivered by a third party, and thus we have no say in its angle nor its quality. This means 

that we might not be able to derive the direction of the non-kicking foot for the professional 

sample. The position of the kicking hip will be categorized according to the suggestions of 

Williams & Burwitz (1993): hip closed and hip open (see also Figure 3). The location of the 

goalkeeper was measured with categories of approximately 15 cm (see Figure 7), with -2 

meaning the goalkeeper stands off center 30 cm to the right (in the point of view of the 

goalkeeper), 0 meaning that the goalkeeper is in the center of the goal and 2 that the 

goalkeeper is standing approximately 30 cm to the left of the center of the goal.  

The arm at the non-dominant foot-side was divided in two categories: arm stretched or 

arm not stretched. An example of both categories can be seen in Figure 4. All other variables 

were gathered in a straightforward matter.   

All these variables were, in an exploratory matter, included in various logistic models 

in order to predict the three dependent measures. Also, various tree-based models will be 

Figure 7. Example of a goalkeeper standing in the middle (left) and a goalkeeper standing out center to the left 

(point of view goalkeeper) + 30cm (right) captured in this research. 
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created in order to find meaningful guidelines to help goalkeepers better predict the direction 

of a penalty kick. Lastly, these guidelines will be tested for their effectiveness, using a dataset 

of penalty kicks derived from the World Cup of 2018 in Russia.  

 Results 

3.1 Descriptive statistics 

To test for subjectiveness of coding, a student with experience in the field of social 

sciences likewise coded a subsample of the dataset (n=50), based on which a kappa score was 

calculated (kappa=0.81), which suggests that agreement is “almost perfect” Fleiss (1981).  

Various variables were collected (20 in total) from the analysis of the video clips and 

via the questionnaire filled in by the participants of the amateur sample. A summary of all 

gathered variables for the amateur sample is presented in Table C1. Also, various variables 

were collected (20 in total) from the analysis of the video clips provided by FC Utrecht. A 

summary of all gathered variables for the professional sample is presented in Table D2. In 

both samples, the lean of the trunk is missing, although it was previously described to be 

included. Based on our self-generated video-clips, we were unable to generate a trustworthy 

judgement of the lean of the trunk. Also the provided video clips did not give us a good 

enough view to judge this variable. We were also unable to judge the direction of the non-

kicking foot for the professional sample.    

First, we present some descriptive results (scoring percentages, save percentage 

location of shots etc.) observed in our data. When applicable, the outcomes of these 

characteristics are compared with previous research.    
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In total, 63.9% of the penalty kicks was scored in the amateur sample. Furthermore, 

23.0% was saved by the goalkeeper and 13.0% of the penalty kicks missed the target at all. 

(Table 1). Since we want to get a feeling whether our amateur and professional samples are 

alike the samples used in previous research, we will use multiple tests of proportion in order 

to find whether they differ significantly in their results.  

The amateur players performed significantly worse in terms of the average of scored 

penalty kicks (74.9%): z = -4.3758, p < 0.001, as well as in terms of the amount of total 

misses (7.3%): z = 3.5499, p < 0.001, compared to the professionals found in previous 

research (Dohmen, 2008; Hanvey, 1999; Hughes & Wells, 2002b). Also, the amateur 

goalkeepers made significantly more saves (17.8%) than the professional goalkeepers in the 

Table 1 

Percentages of scored, saved and missed penalties per penalty number by amateur players 

Penalty Scored Saved Missed Target 

#1 48.5% 45.5% 6.1% 

#2 69.7% 15.2% 17.2% 

#3 48.5% 24.2% 27.3% 

#4 72.7% 15.2% 12.1% 

#5 63.6% 18.2% 18.2% 

#6 60.6% 24.2% 15.2% 

#7 81.8% 12.1% 6.1% 

#8 63.6% 15.2% 21.2% 

#9 66.7% 24.2% 9.1% 

#10 54.5% 36.4% 9.1% 

Total 63.9% 23.0% 13.0% 
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sample of previous research (z = 2.3501, p < 0.05). The penalty takers in our own 

professional sample were more successful than found in previous research with a scoring 

percentage of 80.7%, although this difference was not significant (z = 1.7416, p = 0.0816). 

Also, the save percentage of 16.0% (roughly the same as previous found) was not 

significantly different (z = -0.6150,) but the difference in total misses (in favor for our own 

sample) was significantly different (z = -1.9774 , p < 0.05). 

 3.2 Location penalty kicks 

Table 2 

Percentages of amount of shots aimed and percentage of goals per location of amateur 

players 

Location Amount of shots towards (%) Percentage resulting in goal 

Top left 18 (5.5%) 77.8% 

Middle left 30 (9.1%) 76.7% 

Bottom left 64 (19.4%) 70.3% 

Top middle 29 (8.8%) 41.4% 

Middle middle 32 (9.7%) 43.8% 

Bottom middle 22 (6.7%) 54.6% 

Top right 30 (9.1%) 53.3% 

Middle right 59 (17.9%) 67.8% 

Bottom Right 46 (13.9%) 76.1% 
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Table 3 

Percentages of amount of shots aimed and percentage of goals per location of professional 

players 

Location Amount of shots towards 

(%) 

Percentage resulting in goal 

Top left 13 (7.4%) 84.6% 

Middle left 38 (10.2%) 88.9% 

Bottom left 51 (29.0%) 80.4% 

Top middle 4 (2.3%) 75.0% 

Middle middle 5 (2.8%) 80.0% 

Bottom middle 17 (9.7%) 52.9% 

Top right 14 (8.0%) 100% 

Middle right 12 (6.8%) 83.3% 

Bottom Right 42 (23.9%) 80.7% 

 

Since a penalty taker can roughly shoot in 9 different “boxes” of the goal, it is 

informative to see if there are certain boxes were a penalty taker shoot more often, since it is 

not beneficial for a goalkeeper if he dives to a certain box when barely any shot will be aimed 

there (see Table 2 & 3). Most penalty kicks in our sample were shot, both for the amateur as 

for the professional sample, to the bottom left (19.4% and 29.0%). For the amateur sample, 

this was followed by 17.9% aimed to the middle right, while for the professional sample this 

was the lower right with 23.9%. The most successful location to shoot a penalty was the top 

left corner for the amateurs (77.8%) and the top right corner for the professionals (100%). For 

both samples, the second most successful spot was the middle left, with 76.7% and 88.9% 

(although it must be stated that the amateurs were almost equally successful in the bottom 
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right corner with 76.1%). The wider variation in the amateur sample is probably caused due 

players starting to variate their aiming location since they took multiple penalty kicks 

consecutively. From this, it can be concluded that most penalty kicks were shot low in both 

samples, meaning this should be the main focus for the goalkeeper to dive to, followed by 

middle height.  

Same as for the success rate of the penalty kicks in the previous paragraph, also the 

location of the penalty kicks is compared with samples of previous research with use of 

multiple proportion tests. Both samples shoot more penalty kicks to the upper part of the goal 

than found by Bar-Eli & Azar (2009) (13%). Although this was significant for the amateurs 

with 23.4% (z = 3.3994, p < 0.001) is was not for the professionals with 17.7% (z = 1.4072, p 

= 0.1594). Participants in the amateur sample shot slightly more penalty kicks to middle 

height (36.7%) compared with what was found in previous research (30.4%) (no significant 

difference, z = 1.6872, p = 0.0916), while our own professional sample shot less penalty 

kicks at this height (19.8%) (significant difference, z = -2.5442, p < 0.05). While the amateurs 

shoot about an equal amount of the penalty kicks to middle height and to the lower part 

(40%), our own professional sample has a clear preference for the lower part (62.5%), which 

is about the same as found in previous research (56.6%) (significant difference with 

amateurs, z = -4.2041, p < 0.001, not significant difference with professionals, z = - 2.5442, p 

= 0.2039).We can conclude, based on the shot locations, that the amateur sample clearly 

achieve different results compared to the sample of previous research, while the professional 

sample seems to be quite alike.  

Bar-Eli & Azar (2009) furthermore state that the goalkeeper’s chance of saving a 

penalty kick directed toward the upper third of the goal is 0%, which was also found for our 

professional sample. This was not found for our amateurs sample, where the goalkeepers 

achieved to save 9.1% of the penalty kicks aimed to the upper third of the goal, which was 
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significantly different from the sample of previous research (z = 5.4176, p < 0.001).This 

confirms the earlier discussed topic that when a professional player shoot in the upper 

corners, they are guaranteed to score, but barely any penalty taker takes the risk of shooting 

in these directions.  

3.3 Preferred foot  

We will now discuss whether differences were found between right-footed and left-

footed players (see also Table 4 & 5). Since this is a cue which is obvious even before the 

penalty taker even starts his or her run-up, this might be an interesting cue for the goalkeeper 

if any relationship is found between the direction of a penalty kick and the preferred foot.  

Table 4    

Percentages of location shots aimed by preferred foot of amateur players 

 Shot towards left Shot towards middle Shot towards right 

Left-footed players 

(N=50 penalties) 

46% 20% 34% 

Right-footed players 

(N=280 penalties) 

32% 26% 42% 

 

Table 5 

   

Percentages of location shots towards by preferred foot of professional players 

 Shot towards left Shot towards middle Shot towards right 

Left-footed players 

(N=50 penalties) 

36% 20% 44% 

Right-footed players 

(N=126 penalties) 

50.8% 12.7% 36.5% 
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With the use of a t-test, it was found that right-footed amateur players shot 

significantly more penalty kicks to the right than to the left (t (279) = -2.0268, p < 0.05) (in 

contrary to the conventional wisdom that right-footed players shoot more penalty kicks to 

their left) or to the middle (t (279) = 3.3136, p < 0.001). No significant difference was found 

between penalty kicks shot left and penalty kicks through the middle of the goal (t (279) = 

1.2584, p = 0.2093). For the left-footed amateur players, only a significant difference was 

found between penalty kicks aimed to the left and to the middle (t (49) = 2.3646, p < 0.05).  

Right-footed professional players shot significantly more penalty kicks to the left than to the 

right (t (125) = 1.7297, p < 0.05) or to the middle (t (125) = 6.0858, p < 0.001). They 

furthermore also shot significantly more penalty kicks left than through the middle of the goal 

(t (125) = 4.0344, p < 0.001). For the left-footed professional players, only a significant 

difference was found between penalty kicks aimed to the right and middle (t (49) = 2.2014, p 

< 0.05).   

The conventional wisdom that left-footed players find it easier to kick to their right, 

while right-footed players find it easier to kick to their left was confirmed in percentages for 

the professional sample but could not be confirmed significantly nor for the amateur or 

professional sample. No significant difference was found between left- and right-footed 

players in their amount of kicks to the left when conducting a t-test: (t (328) = 1.9607, p = 

0.0508), to the middle (t (328) = -0.9098, p = 0.3636) or to the right (t (328) = -1.0774, p = 

0.2821) for the amateur sample and no significant difference was found between left- and 

right-footed players in their amount of kicks to the left (t (174) = -1.7802, p = 0.076), to the 

middle (t (174) = 1.2294, p = 0.2206 ) or to the right (t (174) = 0.9175, p = 0.3601 ) in the 

professional sample.  

We also want to compare our samples results with the results which were previous 

found in other research. Our professional sample fit well with earlier found results by 
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Dohmen (2008): left-footed players shoot more penalty kicks to their right (44.0% in our 

sample, 45.3% found in previous research) and right footed players shoot more penalty kicks 

to their left (50.8% in our sample, 47.2% found in previous research). Furthermore, the 

professionals in our sample shot significantly more balls to the center when they were left-

footed compared to Dohmen (2008) (20% vs. 13.5%) (z = 2.4414, p < 0.05 ), but not 

significantly when they were right-footed (12.7% vs. 9.3%) (z = 1.5052, p = 0.1323). For our 

amateur sample, both groups shot significantly more to the center, compared with the sample 

of Dohmen (20018): left-footed players shot 20% through the middle (z = 3.2535, p < 0.05) 

and right-footed players even 26% (z = 9.3969, p < 0.001). We could thus conclude that our 

right-footed professionals are alike the sample used by Dohmen (2008), while the left-footed 

professionals seem to have a bit more preference to shoot in the center of the goal. Both of 

the groups in the amateur sample perform clearly different from the sample of Dohmen 

(2008). From this we conclude that it might be a good strategy for a goalkeeper to dive to the 

natural side of a right-footed player, since this group shot significantly more shots to the left 

than to right in the professional sample. This was not the case for the left-footed players.  

3.4 Home match pressure 

Although it is not that interesting for a goalkeeper in terms of predicting the direction 

of the penalty kick, we still investigated whether the home match pressure effect was present 

in our sample, since it is a relatively simple and straightforward analysis which is not that 

time-consuming. The effect that at home matches the pressure increase on the player which 

enhances the likelihood of missing a penalty as found by Dohmen (2005), was also found in 

our professional sample, with 78.6% of the penalties scored when it was at a home match and 

83.3% when the penalty taker played an away-game, although this difference was not 

significant as results of the t-test: t (174) = 0.7918, p = 0.4296. We can thus conclude that in 
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our sample, it did not significantly differ whether the penalty kick was taken by the home or 

the away playing team.  

3.5 Predicting Penalty Kick with Logistic Models    

The following chapter will describe the process and results of creating models in order 

to make predictions about the direction of the penalty kicks. All models presented below 

were based on a logistic regression analysis. All collected variables were, in an exploratory 

matter, included in various models in order to predict the three dependent measures: whether 

a shot was crossed (to the left for right-footed players and to the right for left-footed players, 

whether a shot was high and whether a shot was low. Furthermore, multiple transformations 

were explored in order the find the best fit model for the dependent variables. First the 

models based on the amateur sample will be presented, then the models based on the 

professional sample. 

3.5.1 Crossed Amateur 

Since all participants in the amateur sample (N=33) took 10 penalty kicks each (n = 

330), the data has a multilevel structure. First, an empty model was run with crossed as our 

dependent variable, which captures if the penalty taker shoots the ball crossed (to the left for 

right-footed players and to the right for left-footed players). This empty model was run in 

order to determine  (the amount of variance in crossed caused by differences across 

persons). With  = 0.04 (not significantly different from zero, p = 0.567), we can conclude 

that the multilevel structure of the data nevertheless allows running of a standard logistic 

regression instead of a multilevel analysis. First a model was created including all variables 

(20 total) with potential predictive value (and the number of the penalty to control for it), in 

order to see which variables might have predictive value and which clearly not. A brief 
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summary of these variables is presented in Table 6, a more elaborate overview with 

description of the categories if applicable is presented in the Appendix (Table C1)   

Table 6    
Brief summary of the 20 included variables in the analysis for the amateur sample 
Variable M SD Count 
Amount of steps run-up 4.00 1.3

1 
330 

Velocity run-up 0.28 0.0
5 

330 

Hip closed/ hip open   201/129 
Inside kick/ instep kick   219/111 
Non-kicking foot pointing left/middle/right   59/138/133 
GK stays stationary/waving arms/jumping/feint 
movements/combination 

  269/0/31/16/14 

Location GK -30/-15/0/+15/+30 cm   1/89/172/66/2 
GK outcome (Dicks et al. 2010) 0/1/2/3/4/5)   76/24/65/26/44/95 
Age penalty taker 18.39 6.5

5 
33 

Age goalkeeper 20.50 7.5
3 

33 

Experience penalty taker 12.55 5.5
2 

33 

Experience goalkeeper 13.83 5.6
4 

6 

Usual taker (yes/no)   26/7 
Position (goalkeeper/defender/midfielder/striker)   1/13/9/10 
Expectation amount of goals (taker) 6.79 2.0

0 
33 

Left-footed/right-footed   5/28 
Practice never/sometimes/often (taker)   14/18/1 
Arm stretched/arm not stretched   201/129 
Level 1/2/3/4/5 taker   8/3/10/7/5 
Level 1/2/3/4/5/6 goalkeeper   1/1/1/1/1/1 

 

Variables which clearly lacked any predictive value were dropped from the model 

(steps, velocity, keeper movement, location goalkeeper, age penalty taker, experience, usual 

taker, position, expectation, preferred foot, practice, the goalkeeper, goalkeeper outcome and 

scored goal). Then, a model was created with the remaining variables (number of penalty, 
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hip, type of kick, direction of the non-kicking foot, age goalkeeper, level, arm stretch and the 

height of the shot). From this model, the variables age goalkeeper, level and arm stretch were 

dropped since there were no longer significant predictors. This led to the first model (Model 

1) with only significant predictors for the variable crossed (see Table 7). All variables which 

were excluded were then, one by one separately, again included in the model to be sure we 

did not miss one with predictive power, but this was not the case. This means that Model 1 is 

our highest limit model for what we can predict for the dependent variable crossed using our 

data, which resulted in a correct prediction of 83.0% of the cases. Second, a model was 

created including only variables which are reasonably visible or usable for a goalkeeper 

before the penalty kick or in the run-up, including the variables hip, direction of the non-

kicking foot, keeper movement, location of goalkeeper, penalty taker age, experience, usual 

taker, position, preferred foot, and arm stretch. From these variables, keeper movement, 

location goalkeeper, age penalty taker, experience, usual taker, position, preferred foot and 

arm stretch was dropped due no significant predictive power was exhibited. This left us with 

a model including the variables hip and direction non-kicking foot (Model 2, see Table 7). 

Again, all excluded variables were included again one by one, but this did not chance the 

results. The use of this model led to a correct classification of 74.2%.  
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Table 7    

Results of the logistic regression models with crossed as dependent variable for the 

amateur sample  

 Model 1 Model 2 

Variable B SE B SE 

Constant -1.09 0.66 -1.97** 0.59 

Hip (1 = closed)  3.33*** 0.48  2.58*** 0.40 

Instep kick (0 = inside kick) -0.84* 0.37   

Direction non-kicking foot 

(reference = left) 

    

     Middle -0.92* 0.42 -0.72* 0.37 

     Right -1.33** 0.47 -0.87* 0.40 

Height of the shot (reference = low)     

     Middle -1.43*** 0.35   

     High -2.53*** 0.45   

Penalty (reference = first penalty)     

     2  1.12 0.67  0.89 0.59 

     3  0.24 0.64  0.10 0.57 

     4 -0.33 0.66 -0.18 0.58 

     5 -0.11 0.65 -0.37 0.57 

     6  1.06 0.65  0.81 0.57 

     7 -0.58 0.71 -0.60 0.64 

     8  0.54 0.67 -0.10 0.58 

     9 -1.51 0.76 -1.23 0.69 

     10 -0.06 0.67 -0.30 0.60 

Notes: *p<.05 ; **p<.01 ; ***p<.001   

Pseudo R² Model 1 = 0.3564; Pseudo R² Model 2 = 0.2280 

As can be seen in Table 7, the variables hip, type of kick, the direction of the non-

kicking foot and the height of the shot have predictive power for the dependent variable 

crossed. Since the coefficients are not that informative about the size of the effect by the 

independent variables with predictive value, adjusted predictions at the means were 

calculated for Model 2, since this model has more practical value for a goalkeeper. The 
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biggest effect is caused by whether the hip is closed or open; the chance of a crossed shot 

increases with 40.29% if the hip is closed instead of open. A smaller effect is caused by the 

direction of the non-kicking foot. When the non-kicking foot is aimed to the right for right 

footed players (or to the left for left-footed players), the chance of a crossed shot is 20.33%. 

When the placement foot is aimed to the middle, this chance increase by 2.44% and when 

aimed to the left for a right-footed player (or to the right for a left-footed players) with 

17.36% (giving a total chance of 37.81%).   

3.5.2 Kicked low Amateur 

In order to conduct an analysis with kicked low as dependent variable (whether the 

penalty kick was kicked in the lower parts of the goal), the same dataset was used. So again, 

an empty model was run in order to determine the amount of variance in kicked low caused 

by differences within a person. Since  = 0.17 and this value being significantly different 

from zero (p < 0.01), we are obliged to use a multilevel analysis. A multilevel logistic 

regression was conducted, including all variables (20 total) with potential predictive value 

(and the number of the penalty to control for it). Variables which clearly lacked any value 

were dropped from the model (velocity, hip, direction of the non-kicking foot, keeper 

movement, location goalkeeper, experience, position, goalkeeper, arm stretch , goalkeeper 

outcome and scored goal). Then, a model was created with the remaining variables (number 

of penalty, crossed, steps, type of kick, age penalty taker, age goalkeeper, usual taker, 

expectation, preferred foot, practice and level). From this model, the variables age penalty 

taker, preferred foot, practice and level were dropped since there were no longer significant 

predictors. Then, from this model, the variables steps, age goalkeeper and usual taker were 

dropped, leading to a model with only significant predictors: crossed, type of kick and 

expectation (Model 3, see also Table 8). We included all excluded variables again, but this 

did not change the results into getting more significant predictors. This means that Model 3 is 
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our highest limit model for what we can predict for the dependent variable kicked low using 

our data, which resulted in a correct prediction of 64.2% of the cases. Second, a model was 

created including only variables which are reasonably visible or usable for a goalkeeper 

before the penalty kick or in the run-up, including the variables hip, direction of the non-

kicking foot, keeper movement, location of goalkeeper, age penalty taker, experience, usual 

taker, position, preferred foot, and arm stretch. All these variables turned out to be non-

significant which meant that there was no possibility to create a model with predictive value 

with only including the variables which are reasonably visible or usable for a goalkeeper 

before the penalty kick or in the run-up.  
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Table 8   

Results of the logistic regression model with kicked low as dependent variable for the 

amateur sample  

 Model 3 

Variable B SE 

Constant -2.16** 0.81 

Crossed shot (1 = yes)  1.71*** 0.31 

Instep kick (0 = inside kick) -0.72* 0.33 

Expectation amount of goals to score  0.20* 0.10 

Penalty (reference = first penalty)   

     2 -0.55 0.59 

     3  0.20 0.57 

     4  0.26 0.58 

     5 -0.20 0.59 

     6  0.20 0.57 

     7 -0.37 0.60 

     8 -0.54 0.60 

     9  0.57 0.58 

     10  0.36 0.58 

Notes: *p<.05 ; **p<.01 ; ***p<.001   

McKelvey & Zavoina's R² Model 3 = 0.2144 

     

3.5.3 Kicked high Amateur 

The same procedure as the previous two analyses was followed for the analysis with 

kicked high as dependent variable (whether the penalty kick was kicked in the higher parts of 

the goal). Since  = 0.29 and this value being significantly different from zero (p < 0.05), a 
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multilevel logistic regression was conducted, again with including all variables (a total of 20) 

with potential predictive value. Variables which clearly lacked any value were dropped from 

the model (steps, velocity, hip, direction of the non-kicking foot, keeper movement, location 

goalkeeper, age penalty taker, age goalkeeper, experience, expectation, preferred foot, 

practice, goalkeeper, level and arm stretch). Then, a model was created with the remaining 

variables (number of penalty, crossed, type of kick, usual taker, and goalkeeper outcome). 

From this model, the variables usual taker and goalkeeper outcome were dropped since there 

were no longer significant predictors. This led to a model with only significant predictors: 

crossed and type of kick. Then, again, all excluded variables were separately included again. 

From this, some categories of keeper outcome gave significant predictive power, so separate 

categories were created: keeper touch (whether the goalkeeper touches the ball) and keeper 

correct (whether the goalkeeper chose the correct corner to dive in). Keeper touch turned out 

to be a significant predictor. Also scored goal turned out to be predictive now, leading to the 

final model with the variables: crossed, type of kick, keeper touch and goal (Model 4, Table 

9). Model 4 is our highest limit model for what we can predict for the dependent variable 

kicked high using our data, which resulted in a correct prediction of 81.8% of the cases. 

Second, a model was created including only variables which are reasonably visible or usable 

for a goalkeeper before the penalty kick or in the run-up, including the variables hip, 

direction of the non-kicking foot, keeper movement, location of goalkeeper, age penalty 

taker, experience, usual taker, position, preferred foot, and arm stretch. All these variables 

turned out to be non-significant which meant that there was no possibility to create a model 

with predictive value with only including the variables which are reasonably visible or usable 

for a goalkeeper before the penalty kick or in the run-up.  
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Table 9    

Results of the logistic regression model with kicked high as dependent variable for the 

amateur sample  

 Model 4 

Variable B SE 

Constant  -0.12 0.80 

Crossed shot (1 = yes) -2.04*** -0.50 

Goalkeeper touches the ball (1 = yes) -2.78*** 0.57 

Goal (1 = yes) -1.87*** 0.46 

Instep kick (0 = inside kick)  1.10** 0.44 

Penalty (reference = first penalty)   

     2  1.09 0.80 

     3  0.15 0.84 

     4 -0.04 0.83 

     5  0.24 0.80 

     6  0.96 0.82 

     7  0.57 0.80 

     8  1.64* 0.80 

     9  0.33 0.81 

     10 -0.25 0.81 

Notes: *p<.05 ; **p<.01 ; ***p<.001   

McKelvey & Zavoina's R² Model 4 =0.3565 

     

     

3.5.4 Crossed Professional 

Although the professional dataset has a different structure than the amateur dataset, by 

that not all penalty takers took the same amount of penalty kicks, we still need to check 

whether we need to use a multilevel analysis. So also for this dataset, an empty model was 

run with crossed as our dependent variable, which captures if the penalty taker shoots the ball 

crossed (to the left for right-footed players and to the right for left-footed players). This 

empty model, with 91 created groups, was run in order to determine  (amount of variance in 
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crossed caused by difference within a person). With  = 0.004, we can conclude that almost 

none of the variance in the dependent variable crossed is caused by difference within a 

person, although this value is significantly different from zero (p < 0.05). Since this value is 

very small, we can safely assume that the multilevel structure of the data will have no effect 

on our model when running a standard logistic regression instead of a multilevel analysis. 

Same as for the amateur sample, first a model was created including all variables with 

potential predictive value (21 variables in total). A brief summary of these variables is 

presented in Table 10, a more elaborate overview with description of the categories if 

applicable is presented in the Appendix (Table D1).    

Table 10    
Brief summary of the 20 included variables in the analysis for the professional sample 
Variable M SD Count 
Amount of steps run-up 4.77 1.30 176 
Velocity run-up 0.27 0.05 176 
Fluent run-up (yes/no)   136/40 
Hip closed/ hip open   99/77 
Inside kick/ instep kick   164/12 
Time 71.32 36.16 176 
Minutes played taker 60.65 35.67 176 
Home game/away game   98/78 
Goals home team 1.63 1.69 176 
Goals away team 1.30 1.57 176 
GK stays stationary/waving arms/jumping/feint 
movements/combination 

  120/1/31/20/4 

Location GK -30/-15/0/+15/+30 cm   0/11/138/27/0 
GK outcome (Dicks et al. 2010) 0/1/2/3/4/5   28/9/47/0/3/89 
Age penalty taker 25.44 3.62 91 
Age goalkeeper 26.90 4.56 51 
Position (defender/midfielder/striker)   24/50/102 
Left-footed/right-footed   50/126 
Arm stretched/arm not stretched   201/129 
League (1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8)   1/105/7/4/7/41/1/1

0 
Attendance 16472 10427 176 
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After dropping all variables with clearly no predictive power, only three variables 

remained in the model: hip, velocity and type of kick. Also for this model, all variables were 

again one by one included to check whether we dropped one which we should be included in 

the model, but this was not the case. So for our highest limit model for the professional 

sample with crossed as dependent variable, the variables hip, type of kick and velocity have 

predictive power (Model 5, Table 11). This model predicted a total of 68.18% of the cases 

correct. Also for this sample, a model was created including only variables which are 

reasonably visible or usable for a goalkeeper before the penalty kick or in the run-up, 

including the variables time, minutes played by penalty taker, home match, amount of goals 

home, amount of goals away, age penalty taker, hip, keeper movement, location goalkeeper, 

preferred foot, position, arm stretch, losing/drawing/winning and fluency of the run-up. Since 

velocity was significant in the previous model, we investigated whether we could include 

velocity as a categorical variable (slow, medium, fast) or binary variable (slow and fast). 

Unfortunately, none of these transformed variables based on velocity turned out to be a 

significant predictor. For this model, only the variable hip turned out to be a variable with 

predictive power. Also, after re-adding all dropped variables, no new predictive variables 

were found. This mean that for out practical model, only the variable hip is included (Model 

6, Table 11). This model predicted a total of 67.6% of the cases correct.   
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Table 11   

Results of the logistic regression models with crossed as dependent variable for the 

professional sample  

 Model 5 Model 6 

Variable B SE B SE 

Constant  1.03 0.87 -0.73** 0.32 

Hip (1 = closed)  1.68*** 0.35  1.47*** 0.24 

Instep kick (0 = inside foot kick)  -1.43* 0.65    

Velocity -6.51* 3.11   

Notes: *p<.05 ; **p<.01 ; ***p<.001   

Pseudo R² Model 5 = 0.1250; Pseudo R² Model 6 = 0.0901 

 

Since the coefficients are not that informative about the size of the effect by the 

independent variables with predictive value, adjusted predictions at the means were 

calculated for Model 6, since this model has more practical value. The chance of a crossed 

shot increases with 35.25% if the hip is closed instead of open.  

3.5.5 Kicked Low Professional 

In order to conduct an analysis with kicked low as dependent variable (whether the 

penalty kick was kicked in the lower parts of the goal), the same dataset was used from the 

professional sample. So, again, an empty model was run in order to determine the amount of 

variance in kicked low caused by differences within a person. Since  = 0.19 and this value 

being almost significantly different from zero (p = 0.055), we are obliged to use a multilevel 

analysis. Same as for the amateur sample, first a model was created including all variables 

with potential predictive value (20 variables in total). By dropping all variables which clearly 

have no predictive power over the variable kicked low, five variables remained: amount of 
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minutes played by penalty taker, goals away, type of kick and fluency of the run-up. From 

these, then also type of kick and goals away needed to be dropped since it had no longer 

predictive power. Also for this model, all previous dropped variables were added one by one 

again to see whether we missed on a variable with predictive power. Since also in this 

sample, keeper outcome gave some promising results for certain categories, keeper touch and 

keeper correct were created again and included separately. From this, keeper touch turned out 

to be a variable with significant predictive power. Other variables did not turn up being 

value-adding for our model. To conclude, our final model for the highest limit of predicting 

whether a shot is kicked low includes the variables amount of minutes played by the penalty 

taker, the fluency of the run-up and keeper touch (Model 7, Table 12), which resulted in a 

correct prediction of 72.7% of the cases. Also for this sample, a model was created including 

only variables which are reasonably visible or usable for a goalkeeper before the penalty kick 

or in the run-up, including the variables time, minutes played by penalty taker, home match, 

amount of goals home, amount of goals away, age penalty taker, hip, keeper movement, 

location goalkeeper, preferred foot, position, arm stretch, losing/drawing/winning and fluency 

of the run-up. Excluding all variables without significant predictive power, gives us four 

variables which seem to be predictive: amount of minutes played by penalty taker, goals 

away, losing and fluency of the run-up. And indeed, when these variables were all included, 

they all have significant predictive power for the independent variable kicked low. Re-adding 

the previous excluded variables did not chance the results. For this we can conclude that for 

our practical model, the variables the amount of minutes played by penalty taker, goals away, 

losing and the fluency of the run-up are included (Model 8, model, the variables Table 12).  

This model predicted 68.2% of the cases correctly.     
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Since the coefficients are not that informative about the size of the effect by the 

independent variables with predictive value, adjusted predictions at the means were 

calculated for the most practical model, Model 8. The biggest effect was caused by the 

fluency of the run-up. When a run-up was not fluent, the chance of a penalty kick shot low 

increased by 27%. When the team of the penalty taker was on the losing hand, the chance of a 

low kick was increased by 18%. Furthermore, when the time of playing by the penalty taker 

progresses, the change of a low kicked penalty kick decreases. When taken after 15 minutes 

of playtime, the change is 73%. But when taken after 75 minutes, the chance is decreased to 

60%. Especially after extra time during the penalty shootout (+ 120 minutes), the chance of a 

low kicked penalty is lowest, with 49%.      

3.5.6 Kicked High Professional 

Finally, the same procedure as the previous two analysis was followed for the analysis 

with kicked high as dependent variable (whether the penalty kick was kicked in the higher 

Table 12    

Results of the logistic regression models with kicked low as dependent variable for the 

professional sample  

 Model 7 Model 8 

Variable B SE B SE 

Constant  2.38*** 0.63  2.63** 0.64 

Fluent run-up (1 = yes) -1.54** 0.54 -1.51** 0.54 

Amount of minutes player by taker -0.01* 0.01 -0.01* 0.01 

Losing (1 = yes)     0.91* 0.41 

Goalkeeper touches the ball (1 = yes)  1.39* 0.53     

Amount of goals away team      -0.29*  0.13 

Notes: *p<.05 ; **p<.01 ; ***p<.001   

McKelvey & Zavoina's R² Model 7 = 0. .2222; McKelvey & Zavoina's R² Model 8 = 0.2222 
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parts of the goal). Although  = 0.21 but not significantly different from zero (p = 0.085), we 

took no risk and conducted a multilevel logistic regression. Same as for the previous models, 

first a model was created including all variables with potential predictive value (20 variables 

in total). When dropping all variables which have no predictive value for the dependent 

variable kicked high, six variables remained: amount of minutes played by penalty taker, hip, 

attendance, type of kick, keeper movement, keeper outcome and fluency of the run-up. If the 

model was then run with only these variables, hip lost his predictive power, and so was 

excluded. Keeper outcome again was transformed in keeper touch and keeper correct, and 

keeper touch turned out to be a variable with predictive power but made type of kick and 

minutes played by the penalty taker non-significant predictive variables. This gives a model 

with only the variables fluency of the run-up and keeper touch as predictive variables. Also 

for this model, previous excluded variables were included again, but this did not lead to other 

results and thus we conclude that for the highest limit of predicting whether a shot is kicked 

high, the variables fluency of the run-up and keeper touch are included for our professional 

sample (Model 9, Table 13), which resulted in a correct prediction of 82.4% of the cases 

(although we must state that the model predicted for all cases a value below 0.5, meaning a 

shot being kicked not high predicted for all cases). And finally, also for kicked high a model 

was created including only variables which are reasonably visible or usable for a goalkeeper 

before the penalty kick or in the run-up, including the variables time, minutes played by 

penalty taker, home match, amount of goals home, amount of goals away, age penalty taker, 

hip, keeper movement, location goalkeeper, preferred foot, position, arm stretch, 

losing/drawing/winning and fluency of the run-up. When excluding all variables without 

significant predictive power, the only variable which remains is the fluency of the run-up. 

When re-adding all variables separately which were dropped before, we did not find any 

variable which added significant predictive power to the model, concluding that our practical 
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model for the dependent variable kicked high will only include the variable fluency of the 

run-up (Model 10, Table 13). Also this model only predicted shots being kicked not high, so 

also this model predicted 82.4% of the cases correct.       

Table 13    

Results of the logistic regression models with kicked high as dependent variable for the 

professional sample  

 Model 9 Model 10 

Variable B SE B SE 

Constant -2.77** 0.79 -3.08*** 0.78 

Fluent run-up (1 = yes)  1.61* 0.79  1.67* 0.78 

Goalkeeper touches the ball (1 = yes) -2.29* 1.05     

Notes: *p<.05 ; **p<.01 ; ***p<.001   

McKelvey & Zavoina's R² Model 9 = .2852; McKelvey & Zavoina's R² Model 10 = .1184 

      

And again the size of the effect of the independent variables was explored for the 

practical model by the adjusted predictions at the means. The only effect was caused by the 

run-up being fluent; an increase of 16% in chance of the shot being kicked in the higher parts 

of the goal (resulting in a low chance of 21% for a high kicked penalty kick when the run-up 

is fluent).  

3.5.7 Differences amateurs and professionals 

Although it was hypothesized that the professional players might be better in hiding 

cues that gives away where they are going to shoot a penalty kick, this was not supported by 

our analysis. For both samples, the hip and the type of kick had predictive power for the 

dependent variable crossed. The direction of the non-kicking foot (which have predictive 

power for the amateur’s sample) could not be included in the model for the professionals, 

since it was impossible to code this variable based on the provided video clips. For both 

samples, the hip was the cue with the biggest effect. And although in both cases the chance of 
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a crossed shot increases with closing of the hip (35.3% in the amateur sample, 40.4% in the 

professional sample), the reason for this effect is quite different. In the amateur sample, the 

biggest consistency is found when the hip is open: 75.2% of the cases gives a not-crossed 

shot if the hip is open (and not through the middle). While the closing of the hip results in 

48.3% of the cases a crossed shot. The professionals, on contrary, follow the rule of closing 

the hip resulting in a crossed shot far better: 67.7% confirmed this relationship, while 53.2% 

of the cases follow the rule that opening hip leads to a shot in the non-crossed corner. 

Although the hip causes the biggest effect, it should be stated that this effect was calculated 

when the other variables were calculated as adjusted means. When we look at the variables in 

isolation, we see that on average the hip gives a 60.5% compliance to the rule for the 

professionals and 61.8% for the amateurs. This percentage is surpassed by the percentage of 

compliance to the rule of the non-kicking foot, which is 76% (but was only available for the 

amateur sample). The other variable with predictive power, the kind of kick, is not that 

interesting to analyse further, since this is a cue which a goalkeeper can impossible use, since 

its outcome will only be known after the shot (and off course this is also the case for the 

height of the shot which was predictive in the amateur sample). A variable which turned out 

to be predictive for the professionals but not for the amateurs is the velocity of the run-up. 

Since it could be the case that variables which were included in the amateur model caused to 

eliminate the predictive power of velocity, a logistic regression model was created including 

only the variables which were also predictive for the professional sample (so including the 

variables hip, kind of kick and velocity), but this did not caused velocity to become a 

significant predictive variable (p = 0.885) , which means that there is clearly a difference in 

the effect it has on crossed between the two samples. This can also be seen by the correlations 

between crossed and velocity for the two samples: -0.03 (non-significant, p =0.593) in the 

amateur sample and -0.15 (significant, p < 0.05) for the professional sample. Since the 
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correlation for the amateur sample is not significant, we can assume that no relationship 

consists between both variables, while the significant relationship for the professional sample 

indeed implies a relationship. From this we can conclude that for the amateur sample, the 

velocity of the run-up does not say anything about whether a shot will be crossed, while for 

the professional sample, a faster run-up leads to a larger chance of a non-crossed shot. 

There were no variables with predictive power for the dependent variable kicked low 

which were present in both the samples. This is partly due that both data sets have different 

variables (e.g. the professional sample has game related variables). For the dependent 

variable kicked high, only whether the goalkeeper touches the ball had in both sample 

predictive power, but since this is an outcome variable, it will not be further examined due its 

lacks practical use.  

Quite surprisingly, none of the amateur participants used a non-fluent run-up. This 

might imply that all participants used a keeper-independent strategy, since this is often 

associated with a non-fluent run-up, but this could not be tested in any way. For the 

professional sample, the fluency of the run up was a variable with predictive power for the 

height of the shot. The biggest amount of penalty kicks which were shot after a non-fluent 

run-up were kicked low (85.00%), while this is 55.88% if a fluent run-up was performed. 

This makes this cue a potential important cue in predicting whether a penalty kick will be 

shot low.  

3.6 Predicting Penalty Kick with Tree-based Models 

 Since we try to come up with some more practical guidelines for goalkeepers, we 

explored the use of tree-based analysis techniques in the next chapter. With this technique, a 

flowchart-like structure is created called a decision tree. Every internal node represents a test 

on a certain attribute (decision in figure 8), with each branch representing a binary outcome 
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of the test (yes/no in figure 8), and each leaf node a class label (Result and Result in Figure 8) 

(Kamiński, Jakubczyk, & Szufel, 2018).    

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the use of this technique, we hope to find some shortcuts which are more useful 

for a goalkeeper, since the use of logistic models lead to more complicated insights which are 

not always practical for a goalkeeper. Furthermore, this analysis might lead to new insights 

for the use of the variables, since these models might make different branches (e.g. the 

continuous variable age gets divided in two categories: younger than 22 and older than 22. 

This relationship would not be found using a logistic model) which we might later want to 

include in our logistic models as a categorical variable. Due the binary structure of a decision 

tree, they are more easily to interpret and present a more user-friendly view of the data than 

logistic models. The variable which is presented highest in the tree (level 1), is the variable 

which predicts (or divides) the dependent variable the strongest. For this tree-based models, 

we only included variables which were judged as easy to interpret for a goalkeeper or are 

static at the moment of the penalty kick (which are the variables hip, direction of the non-

kicking foot, keeper movement, location of goalkeeper, age penalty taker, experience, usual 

taker, position, preferred foot, and arm stretch).  

Figure 8. Basic parts of a decision tree.(Harris, 2016). 
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3.6.1 Tree-based model Crossed Amateur 

The first model was created with crossed as dependent variable for the amateur 

sample (see Figure 9). We will now look at this model starting for the top. The colors indicate 

how much cases comply to this rule, with darker blue stating more cases complying with the 

outcome of zero and darker red the outcome of one. In this model, outcome zero means a 

non-crossed shot and one a crossed shot. First at the top, it is stated which percentages of the 

cases have the value zero (non-crossed shot), which is 67.9%. Then, as can be seen, the 

strongest divider is presented, which is, same as for the logistic model, the variable hip. If we 

then follow the left branch, we see than when hip has a value of 0, 93.0% of the cases have 

the outcome of crossed equal to 0. This means that when an amateur player had his or her hip 

open, this led in almost all cases to a non-crossed shot. These cases could not be further 

divided by the model and so no further branches are presented. If we look at the right branch, 

we see that when hip has a value of 1, 51.7% of the cases has the outcome of crossed equal to 

1. This means, that when the hip was closed during a shot of the amateur player, almost an 

Figure 9. Tree-based model with crossed as dependent variable for the amateur sample. 
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equal number of penalty kicks went crossed as non-crossed. From this we can conclude that 

opening of the hip has predictive value, while the closing of the hip does not.   

 The next node holds the variable direction of the non-kicking foot (also a variable 

which was a significant predictor for our logistic model). The model makes a division at the 

value of direction of the non-kicking foot being 1 (which means left). The left breach of this 

node shows that when the hip was closed and the direction of the non-kicking foot was 

pointing to the left, for 64.3% of the cases a crossed shot followed. The right breach shows 

that when the hip was closed and the direction of the non-kicking foot pointed to the middle 

(= 2) or right (=3), in 56.0% of the cases a non-crossed shot followed. The next node, 

following the direction of the non-kicking foot pointing to the left branch, is the preferred 

foot. This show than when the hip was closed, the direction of the non-kicking foot was 

pointing to the left and the preferred foot of the penalty taker was left (= 0), then in 100% of 

the cases a non-crossed shot followed. It must be stated that these were only 4 cases, so not 

much value should be given to this outcome. When we follow to same route, but now for a 

right-footed player, we see that in 71.1% of the cases a crossed shot followed. We can also 

see that there is a next node presented (position), but it was decided that to still be useful and 

informative, a limit should be used on the amount of levels included, so we will not discuss 

this node further. When we look at the other side, the hip closed, direction of the non-kicking 

foot pointing to the middle or right route, we see that arm stretch is the next node. When all 

previous rules apply and the arm is not stretched, in 68.6% of the cases a non-crossed shot 

followed. When this arm was on the contrary stretched, the amount of crossed and non-

crossed shots was equal. For the same reason as previous discussed, we will not look further 

to the other nodes (experience and usual taker).  

Question now is what did we gain by creating and looking at this model? First of all, 

we can conclude that also this model confirmed that the variable hip is the best predictor (in 
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our dataset) to predict whether a shot will be crossed or not, followed by the variable 

direction of the non-kicking foot and thus these variables should be included in some 

guidelines (which will be described later). But two other variables also showed to have some 

dividing power over the variable crossed: the preferred foot and arm stretch. This indicates 

that it might be interesting to take a closer look at these two variables and its relationship 

with the dependent variable crossed. This analysis was conducted by looking at the 

correlations between the two variables: a non-significant relationship (p = 0.7583) was found 

between crossed and preferred foot, but a significant relationship (p < 0.001) was found 

between crossed and arm stretch, although this relationship is classified as weak according to 

the rule of thumb provided by Cohen (1988) (r = 0.192). This is probably also the reason why 

this variable has no predictive power in our logistic model when hip and direction of the non-

kicking foot were included, since the relationship is weak, the other variables overrule its 

predictive power, but still we should keep in mind that there is at least a relationship between 

the two, although weak.  

 3.6.2 Tree-based model Kicked low Amateur 

Exactly the same procedure was followed as previous discussed, but now with kicked 

low as dependent variable (see Figure 10). Especially for this variable it is interesting to see 

what are the results with only including practical variables, since no significant logistic model 

could be made with using only these restricted variables.   
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First we see, at the top, that 60.0% of the penalty kicks in the amateur sample were 

not kicked low (with kicked low equal to 0 meaning that a penalty kick was shot at waist 

height or higher and equal to 1 meaning that a penalty kick was shot low). When we scan the 

results further, we see that only one breach lead to the value of kicked low being one in 

60.0% of the cases: the penalty taker is a defender, midfielder or striker (so not a goalkeeper, 

position = 4), his or her age is below or equal to 13 and the penalty taker has more than 8 

years of experience with soccer. Besides the fact that this is only based on 10 cases, this rule 

is so elaborate, that it loses every practical use. The first division by position is caused by the 

one goalkeeper whom took all his penalty kicks not low. If we look at the next node, age 

penalty taker, we see that there is a division for the younger players (younger and equal to 13) 

and the older players. When the penalty kick was shot by a player with an age younger or 

equal to 13, in 66.2% of the cases this led to a shot which was not low. For penalty takers 

older than 13, this chance between a low and not low kicked shot was about equal. The next 

Figure 10.Tree-based model with kicked low as dependent variable for the amateur sample 
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branch (age > 28) is not that intersting anymore since there are only 10 cases included. For 

the node on the right (experience), we see that when the player had the age younger than or 

equal to 13 and 8 years or less experience, 70.0% of the cases resulted in a kick shot not low. 

Although this model is thus not that interesting due barely any differences are made, we 

could conclude that when a player was young (equal or younger than 13) and has less than 9 

years experience, the chance that he will shoot a penalty not low is increased by 10% (since 

the chance without any divider is 60%). Overall, we must conclude that this model does not 

give us much practical information for goalkeepers (since most will not face penalty takers of 

this particular age) and does not lead to variables which should be further investigated. 

 3.6.3 Tree-based model Kicked high Amateur 

Lastly for the amateur sample, we tried to determine the most important factor by 

following the same procedure as earlier, but this time to predict whether a penalty was kicked 

high (see Figure 11). Also, especially for this variable it is interesting to see whether the 

included variables are able to create a model with interesting outcomes, since we were not 

able to create a model with only practical variables with the logistic analysis.  
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First, we can see at the top that around 1 out of 4 penalty kicks were shot high in the 

amateur sample (since 76.7% was shot not high) with kicked high equal to 0 meaning that a 

penalty kick went not high and equal to 1 that the penalty kick was shot high. We see, same 

as in the tree-based model for kicked low, that the goalkeeper (postion = 4) causes the first 

breach, since he shot 60.0% of his penalty kicks high. We furthermore see no branch in the 

model leading to a outcome of kicked high being equal to 1. When the player’s position was 

any other than of a goalkeeper, than in 80.0% of the cases a not high kicked shot was 

performed. Quite surprsingly, the next node is the position of the goalkeeper (with 0 meaning 

the goalkeeper standing ~30 cm out of the center to the left, to 4 meaning the goalkeeper 

Figure 11. Tree-based model with kicked high as dependent variable for the amateur sample 
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standing ~30 cm out of the center to the right), since it seems quite counterintuitive that there 

would be any relationship between were the goalkeeper stands and the height of the shot. 

According to our model, when the goalkeeper was standing out of the center to the left,, then 

91.8% of the cases the penalty was shot not heigh. Still, also in the cases when the goalkeeper 

when standing in the center or out of center to the right, the biggest portion of the penalty 

kicks was shot not high (77.4%). Just to be sure this counterintuitive relationship is merely 

noise, the correlation between the location of the goalkeeper and kicked high was calculated: 

a non-signicant relationship was found (p = 0.322), meaning no significant relationship 

excists. Also for this model, not much practical guidelines can be derived for the goalkeepers, 

beside the fact that most penalty kick will not be shot high and thus diving high is probably 

not the best strategy.  

3.6.4 Tree-based model Crossed Professional 

 Also for the professional sample, the same procedure was followed, but now with the 

practical variables of this sample: time, minutes played by penalty taker, home match, 

amount of goals home, amount of goals away, age penalty taker, age goalkeeper hip, keeper 

movement, location goalkeeper, preferred foot, position, arm stretch, losing/drawing/winning 

and fluency of the run-up. A model was created with crossed as dependent variables (see 

Figure 12).  
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First at the top, we see that in 54.5% of the cases the shot was crossed. We 

furthermore see that hip is, again, the biggest divider and by that the strongest predictor. 

When a penalty taker had his hip open (hip = 0), 88.3% of the penalty kicks were shot not 

crossed. In the cases when the hip was closed, 87.9% of the penalty kicks were shot crossed. 

At the left side, we see that the next division is created by the node time; when the hip was 

open and the penalty kick was taken during or earlier than the 51th minute, 73.9% of the 

penalty kicks was shot not crossed. When this was later than minutes 51, this was even 94.4% 

of the cases. The last division at the left side (age penalty taker), it not that interesting due the 

division is based on only 23 cases. On the right side, the next node is the preferred foot: when 

a penalty taker shot shot with a closed hip and was left-footed (preferred foot = 0), all penalty 

kicks were shot not crossed. When this penalty taker was right-footed, the biggest amount of 

penalty kicks were shot crossed (83.6%). The next division is a bit odd, since it is quite 

counterintuitive that the age of the goalkeeper has influence on whether a penalty kick is shot 

crossed or not, but it should be noted that there are on 13 cases were the goalkeeper is older 

Figure 12. Tree-based model with crossed as dependent variable for the professional sample 
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than 30, so no further interest is taken in this node. From these results, we can conclude that 

the hip should be included in a guideline, since it is the strongest predictor for crossed (which 

was also the result of the logistic model). Furthermore, two variables turned out to also have 

some deviding power which were not included in the significant logistic model: time and the 

preferred foot. Both various were further invetigated using correlation calcualtions. No 

signficant relationship (p = 0.141) was found between crossed and time. Since the border was 

set at minute 51, it was explored whether there might be a relationship with the first and 

second half (since 51 is just 6 minutes after the break), but also no significant relationship 

was found for these variables (p = 0.105). Furthermore, also for the variable preferred foot, 

no signficant relationship was found with the variable crossed (p = 0.536). Although no 

signficant relationship was foun for preferred foot, there are clear some differences between 

left-footed and right-footed players and their compliances to certain “rules”, which is 

something we should keep in mind for the guidelines later.  

3.6.5 Tree-based model Kicked low Professional 

Exactly the same procedure was followed as previous discussed, but now with kicked 

low as dependent variable for the professional sample (see Figure 13).  
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As can be seen at the top, most penalty kicks were shot low (62.5%). The strongest 

predictor for the dependent variable kicked low is the fluency of the run-up, which was also 

the result from the logistic regression. When a the penalty taker did not perfrom a fluent run-

up (= 0), 85.0% of the cases the ball was kicked low. Also when the penalty taker did use a 

fluent run-up, most cases resulted in a low kicked shot, but far less with 55.9%. For both the 

left and the right branches, minutes played by the penalty taker is the divider (which was also 

a significant predictor in the logistic model). Furthermore, also for both branches the border 

for the devision is when player almost played a full match (82 and 86 minutes played). When 

a penalty taker perfromed a non-fluent run-up and played more than 82 minutes, than in all 

the cases the penalty kick was shot low (note: only 10 cases). When the penalty taker played 

less than 82 mintues, the chance was still quite big he would shoot the ball low (80.0%).  

When a penalty taker performed a fluent run-up and played less than or equal to 86 minutes, 

65.7% of the penalty kicks were shot low, while this was 73.5 when the penalty kick was 

taken by a penalty taker which was longer than 86 mintues on the field. Further division of 

both the left and right side is not so intersting due the amount of cases included. Based on the 

Figure 13. Tree-based model with kicked low as dependent variable for the professional sample. 
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outcomes of this model, we conclude than the fluency of the run-up and the amount of 

minutes played by the penalty take might be intersting to include in our guidelines. 

3.6.6 Tree-based model Kicked high Professional 

And lastly, the same procedure was conducted in order to create a tree-based model 

with kicked high as dependent variable for the professional sample (see Figure 14).  

  

As can be seen at the top, the biggest amount of penalty kicks were not shot high 

(82.4%). It can furthermore be seen that barely any variable really makes a division for this 

variable, since almost all outcomes are 0. When a player was pretty fresh in the field (equal to 

or less than 15 minutes) all the penalty kicks were shot not high (but only 20 cases). When a 

player was longer on the field, the chance was still the biggest he would shoot the ball not 

high (80.1%). The next dividing node is whether the game was in a draw when the penalty 

kick was given. When the penalty taker played more than 15 minutes and the game was not in 

a draw, 86.5% of the penalty kicks went not high, while this was 70.0% when the game was 

Figure 14. Tree-based model with kicked high as dependent variable for the professional sample. 
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in a draw. When, above on the player being longer than 15 minutes in the field and the game 

being not in a draw, the penalty kick is taken in the 86th minute or earlier, then 91.9% of the 

kicks went not high, while this drops to 76.5% when it was later than the 86th minute. It must 

be concluded that not much practical guidelines can be derived from this model, since penalty 

kicks are simply not shot that often high. It must still be noted that, according to the node, the 

chance of penalty kick shot high increases when the game prorgesses, although the chance is 

still greater that it will not happen (around 75%). Surprisingly, the fluency of the run-up, 

which was a predictive value in our logistic regression, was not part of our tree-based model.  

We can conclude that the tree-based models confirmed the previous findings of the 

logistic models. For crossed, hip is for both samples the strongest predictor, with the direction 

of the non-kicking foot also as a good predictor for the amateur sample. Based on the tree-

based models, it would be intersting to take a closer look at what the preferred foot and the 

arm stretch might do when applying to guidelines for whether a shot is crossed. For the 

dependent variable kicked low, the fluency of the run-up is the most important indicator for 

the professional sample, while there were no practical variables found for the amateur 

sample. Also for the variable kicked high, no practical variables were found for the amateur 

sample, but the amount of mintues played seem to have a role in the professional sample.  

3.7 Formulating the guidelines 

Now that we have concluded which variables have predictive power for the dependent 

variables, we can start investigating which variables might also be useful as guideline and 

what the direction of this guidelines should be (and how effective they are). We will 

formulate these guidelines based on suggestions made in the literature about the direction of 

the cue and the outcomes of both our logitic models and tree-based models.  
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First, we take a look at the direction of the non-kicking foot: Rule 1a When the 

direction of the non-kicking foot is pointing to the left , the shot will be to the left side of the 

goal. When the direction of the non-kicking foot is pointing to the right, the shot will be to 

the right side of the goal (all from the vantage point of the penalty taker). Although this could 

only be used for the amateur sample, the compliance to this rule is high: 76% of the cases 

follow this rule. And more ellaborate version would be: Rule 1b When the direction of the 

non-kicking foot is pointing to the left, the shot will be to the leftside of the goal. When the 

direction of the non-kicking foot is pointing to the right, the shot will be to the rightside of 

the goal. When the direction of the non-kicking foor is pointing to the middle the shot will be 

be thorough the middle or to the right side for right-footed players and the left side for left-

footed players (“Hanvey rule” (1999)). Also this rule is well complied: 71% of the cases 

follow this rule, although it must be stated that this is mostly caused by the left-footed players 

(which follow this rule for 85.38%) than the right-footed players (which follow this rule only 

in 56.28% of the cases). This difference is caused due that right-footed players shoot an equal 

amount penalty kick though the middle and to the left (44) when their non-kicking foot is 

pointing to the middle, while far less to the right (29), which was proposed by Hanvey 

(1999).  

The second variable with predictive power for the direction of the shot in horizontal 

plane is the hip position. Rule 2 When the hip is in an open position, the shot will be to the 

dominant side of the penalty taker (right for right-footed players, left for a left-footed player). 

When the hip is in a closed position, the shot will be to the non-dominant side of the penalty 

taker (“Williams & Burtwitz rule”). Over both samples, this rule is followed in 61.1% of the 

cases (60.5% for the professionals and 61.7% for the amateurs). Although both samples show 

roughly the same percentages, these are quite differently reached: for the professionals, the 

compliance to a closed hip leading to a crossed shot is greater (67.68%) than for the open hip 
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leading to a shot to the dominant side (53.25%). This is exactly the opposite for the amateur 

sample, where the compliance to the closed hip is far greater (75.19%) than for the open hip 

(48.26%).  

3.8 Discussing guidelines with experts 

 The three guidelines formulated in the paragraphs above were presented to the 

experts, in order to see whether they thought these guidelines would be both effective and 

user-friendly. Although all guidelines stated above achieved quite good results, the experts 

were all skeptical about the use of the non-kicking foot and the hip position, KvV: “You can’t 

say I wait for the ball to leave his shoe and then I choose. I tried it using the placement foot, 

no chance, too late.” SP: “It’s too fast for your brain, to signal it to the rest of your body”. RP 

shared that opinion: “It goes really quick, the placement foot is the last step of a player, so 

you need a gift to wait that long, not go too early, and then very quick make the decision how 

the placement foot stands, now I need to go there. And that is difficult, very difficult”. And 

also the opinion of HZ was in the same line: “I am not great in focusing on the hip or the non-

kicking leg. To process this information and react on it.” Based on this discussion, KvV 

proposed to look at the arm stretch at the non-kicking foot side, since he thought it would 

have predictive power and is an easier cue to see since it is presented earlier than the hip and 

the non-kicking foot.  

3.9 The Arm Stretch 

In order to investigate this cue, we first investigated whether there was a significant 

correlation between arm stretch and crossed in our professional sample (since we already 

looked at our amateur sample and found a weak relationship). Also for the professional 

sample, a weak significant relationship was found (p < 0.01, r = 0.1997) (Cohen, 1988). In 

order to explore whether it would be useful for a guideline (and whether it has certain 
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relationships with other variables), a tree-based model was created, but now excluding the 

variables hip and direction of the non-kicking foot. If arm stretch would now be the strongest 

divider (so in the top of the tree), we can conclude that it might be a useful cue and is the next 

strongest divider after hip position and direction of the non-kicking foot. All other variables 

which were practical were still included (time, minutes played by penalty taker, home match, 

amount of goals home, amount of goals away, age penalty taker, keeper movement, location 

goalkeeper, preferred foot, position, arm stretch, losing/drawing/winning and fluency of the 

run-up) in the model (see Figure 15).  

       

Indeed, arm stretch turned out to be the strongest divider when hip is excluded (since 

it is at the top of the tree). At the left branch, we can see that when the arm is not stretched, in 

67.1% of the cases a non-crossed shot followed. At the right branch, we see that when the 

arm was stretched indeed, 68.9% of the times a crossed shot was the result. When we look at 

the next node at the left side, we get the variable minutes played by the penalty taker. When 

the arm was not stretched, and the player played less or equal to 51 minutes, 60.0% of the 

cases a crossed shot followed. When the arm was not stretched but the player played more 

than 51 minutes, 87.5% of the cases led to a non-crossed shot. The next node for both 

branches are not that intersting, since a limited amount of cases is included. On the right side, 

Figure 15. Tree-based model with crossed as dependent variable for the professional sample, only included practical 
cues and excluding hip position and direction of the non-kicking foot 
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we see that the age of the penalty taker is the next node. Although both branches lead to a 

crossed shot when the arm is crossed, the chance is much higher when the players was 

younger or equal to 25 years (78.9%) than when the penalty taker was older (57.1%). Also 

for this side of the model, the next nodes are not that intersting due the lack of cases.  

Based on the model above, we state the following guidelines: Rule 3a When the arm 

at the non-dominant foot side is stretched, a crossed shot will be performed. Rule 3b When 

the arm at the non-domiant foot side is stretched, a crossed shot will be performed. When the 

arm at the non-domiant foot side is not stretched, a shot to the dominant foot-side of the 

penalty taker will be performed. Over both samples, Rule 3a is followed in 49.8% of the 

cases (60.4% for the professionals and 39.3% for the amateurs). This is quite a big difference 

between the professional and the amateur sample. When Rule 3b is applied, 50.9% of the 

cases over both samples comply (52.3% for the professional sample and 49.5% for the 

amateur sample). Overall, we can state that, especially for the professional sample, both rules 

are moderately followed.  

3.10 Investigating the effect of preferred foot, position and time on the guidelines 

Since in both of the tree-models for the dependent variable crossed the variables preferred 

foot, position and time were present as dividers, we investigated whether there was any 

category which strengthen one of the guidelines (for example hip rule works especially in the 

second half, defenders will always shoot crossed when arm is stretched) to be sure we did not 

miss any interesting relationship. As earlier discussed, left-footed players follow Rule 1a and 

1b better than right-footed players (only amateur sample available), but caution must be taken 

since there were only 5 left-footed players in the sample. When we test whether the 

difference between the left and right-footed players is significant, both turned out to be non-

significant with the use of a proportion test (z = 1.0875, p = 0.2768 and z = 1.2271, p = 
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0.2198). A significant difference was found between left and right-footed players and their 

compliance to the arm stretch rule (z = -4.1249, p < 0.001). While the right-footed players 

follow rule 3a in 66.67% of the cases and 3b in 61.12%, the left-footed players score 

extremely low for rule 3a with 6.25% and for rule 3b 26.66%. When considering these 

results, we must conclude that rule 3a and 3b are only applicable for right-footed players, and 

thus we create two new rules which includes only right-footed players: Rule 3c: When the 

arm at the non-dominant foot side is stretched for a right-footed player, the shot will be 

crossed. Rule 3d: When the arm at the non-dominant foot side is stretched for a right-footed 

player, the shot will be crossed. When the arm at the non-domiant foot side is not stretched 

for a right-footed player, a shot will be to the dominant foot-side of the penalty taker. We 

could also made the choice to alter Rule 3a and 3b, but since we will later test these rules, we 

do not want to delete them rightaway, but see whether they might hold when tested using a 

different datset.  

When also the position of these right-footed players is included, we see that right-footed 

defenders comply highly with rule 3a: 88.9%. Strikers comply in 65.31% of the cases and 

midfielder 57.14%. For rule 3b, we see that also the defenders score highest with 69.45%, 

striker 64.14% and midfielders 49.63%. From all these percentages, we conclude that Rule 3a 

works best for defenders, although it also works well for strikers and midfielders. Rule 3b 

furthermore also works best for defenders and then strikers. For midfielders, only half of the 

cases comply with the rule. Two extra rules were therefore formulated: Rule 3e When the 

penalty taker is a defender and when the arm at the non-dominant foot side is stretched for a 

right-footed player, the shot will be crossed and Rule 3f When the penalty taker is a defender 

or a striker and when the arm at the non-domiant foot side is stretched for a right-footed 

player, the shot will be crossed. When the arm at the non-domiant foot side is not stretched 

for a right-footed player, a shot will be to the dominant foot-side of the penalty taker. 
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For the dependent variables kicked high and kicked low only the fluency of the run-up 

and the amount of minutes played by the penalty taker gave any predicting power and were 

also included in the tree-based model. Rule 4 When a penalty taker performs a non-fluent 

run-up, the shot will be low.  

We decided that no rule was formulated with the use of minutes played by penalty 

taker, since in all cases, the chance of a penalty kick shot low was still the biggest. We see no 

practical use in a rule which holds sentences like: the chance of a low kicked shot decreases 

when the penalty taker is longer on the field, although the chance for a low kick shot is still 

bigger than that of a high kicked shot.  

3.11 Goalkeepers behaviour and Off-center goalkeeping 

 Besides all the cues which a goalkeeper could use to predict the direction of a penalty 

kick, it was also stated in the literature that goalkeepers themselves use certain strategies like 

performing certain behaviour (Furley et al., 2016; Jordet, 2009; Van Der Kamp & Masters, 

2008; Wood & Wilson, 2010) or standing out of the center of the goal (Furley et al., 2016; 

Masters et al., 2007; Van Der Kamp & Masters, 2008). As part of the questionnaire, the 

amateur goalkeepers stated the strategies they used in order to save a penalty kick. This 

resulted in a broad range of strategies, which included looking at the non-kicking foot, the 

approach angle, the gaze behavior of the penalty taker, try to stand as long as possible and the 

posture of the penalty taker. From the expert interviews especially the psychological game 

between player and goalkeepers was named often as a big part of the strategy of a goalkeeper 

(e.g. looking him in the eye, bluffing, playing the mind game). They stated there was no more 

successful technique than the other, being it player and goalkeeper dependent. This behaviour 

was also investigated in our samples. In the amateur sample, most goalkeepers waited 

stationary for the shot to be performed (81.5%) which resulted in 65.1% of the cases in a 
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goal. Other strategies that were used were jumping (9.4%), feint movements (4.9%) and a 

combination these (4.2%). The save percentage were achieved when the goalkeeper used a 

combination of the behaviours (35.7% goals), followed by feint movements (50.0% goals) 

and jumping (74.2% goals). Although there were not that much cases with goalkeepers using 

a combination (14 in total), the difference between the amount of goals between this strategy 

and the stationary strategy was significantly different (t (281) = 2.2364, p < 0.05). No 

significant difference was found between the amount of goals with the strategies stationary 

and jumping (t (298) = -1.0154, p = 0.3108) or using feint movements instead of being 

stationary (t (283) = 1.2194, p = 0.2237). The use of a combination of behaviours was also 

significant different from jumping (t (43) = 2.5906, p < 0.05) but not from feint movements (t 

(28) = 0.7690, p = 0.4483). And lastly, the jumping strategy was not significantly different 

from the feint movements strategy (t (45) = 1.6726, p = 0.1013). We can overall conclude 

that, for the amateur sample, the best strategy was the use of a combination of behaviours.  

In the professional sample, also most goalkeepers waited stationary for the penalty 

kick (68.18%). When this strategy was used, 80.0% of the penalty kicks resulted in a goal. 

The most successful strategy for a goalkeeper was the use of feint movements, which resulted 

in 75.0% scored penalty kicks. Jumping did not help the goalkeeper, since this resulted in 

83.9% goals and combining the behaviours lead to no save at all (although it must be stated 

that this strategy was only used 4 times). None of these strategies were significantly different 

from the other, from which we conclude that there is no strategy which significantly 

improved the chance for a goalkeeper to save a penalty kick for the professional sample. 

Based on the findings stated above, we conclude that professional penalty takers are not 

influenced by the behaviour utilized by the goalkeeper when shooting a penalty kick. 

Amateur goalkeepers on the contrary, can influence the penalty taker by using a combination 
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of behaviour and with that, possibly attract attention towards them as was suggested in 

previous research (Furley et al., 2016; Wood & Wilson, 2010).  

The experts interviewed also expressed their doubt about altering goalkeeper 

behaviour: EW: “When you copy someone by doing something that doesn’t fit you, you will 

lose focus and show counter-intuitive behaviour. I don’t think that works well, you should 

always use what fits you.”. And furthermore on the strategy of using a lot of movement (the 

combination of behaviors in our sample): EW: “you need to stand still when the shot is 

performed, in order to dive. When I am moving, and keep on moving, I will always be too 

late. That’s pretty hard I think.”. Also HZ was critical on this strategy: “The downside of a 

actively moving goalkeeper is that he sometimes loses his focus, which makes him nervous 

during the kick, and the risk that he stands still just too late to perform a good dive.”. Based 

on the fact that we could not find any significant differences between the behaviors for the 

professionals and the skeptical thoughts of the professionals, we will not use any of these 

strategies for a guideline.    

 Furthermore, we investigated whether off-centre goalkeeping influenced where the 

penalty taker shot the penalty kick. In almost half of the cases (47.8%) in the amateur sample, 

goalkeepers were not standing in the centre of the goal. In the professional sample, this was 

less often, with 21.6% cases. Although goalkeepers thus stood multiple times out of the 

centre, it did not lead to significant differences in the amount of shot the left (t (328) = -

0.3786, p = 0.7052 for the amateur sample and t (174) = 0.6593, p = 0.06593 for the 

professional sample), nor to the right (t (328) = -0.6024, p = 5473 for the amateur sample and 

t (174) = 0.1590, p = 8739) for the professional sample. The experts interviewed did believe 

this might influence the penalty taker: KvV: “You may disturb the penalty taker. He will be 

now longer focused on: I will shoot the ball left high in the corner, but why is that damn 

goalkeeper standing in my corner?”. We can conclude from the results of our analysis that 
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off-centre goalkeeping did not help in our samples in order to influence the penalty taker to 

shoot to a certain corner more often, although this was thought by our experts. We thus did 

not create a new guideline based in this theory.                  

3.12 Testing the guidelines 

In order to get a feeling of how well our proposed guidelines work, we tested (if 

possible) whether they hold for the recently played World Cup 2018 in Russia. An example 

of a calculation: Rule 2 (hip) was followed in the sample of the WC in 58.5% of the cases. 

When a goalkeeper would follow this rule, thus perfectly when deciding which corner to 

dive, he would be in the correct corner in 58.5% of the penalty kicks. Since a total of 68 

penalty kicks were taken, this would be 68 x .585 = 39.78 times the correct corner but since a 

goalkeeper cannot be for .78 times in the correct corner, these number were rounded down, so 

the goalkeeper dives in the correct corner for 39 times. We assume that for these calculations, 

goalkeepers will reach the same correct corner/save ratio, which was 0.45, as they did during 

the tournament. So when a goalkeeper was in the correct corner, 45% of the times this also 

resulted in a save. If we then multiple the amount of correct corners for Rule 2 (39) with this 

ratio (0.45), we get a total amount of saves of 39 x 0.45 = 17.55 saves, which thus are 17 

saves by the goalkeeper. All calculations mentioned below followed the same procedure.     

It was impossible to judge rule 1a and 1b from the videoclips which were obtained. 

When we apply Rule 2, it was followed in the sample by 58.5% of the cases. Especially the 

closing of the hip resulted in a high amount of crossed shots (76.9%), while the opening of 

the hip resulted in about an even chance for a shot in the crossed corner or the non-crossed 

corner (43.6 vs 40.0%). If goalkeepers would have followed Rule 2, they thus be in the 

correct corner in 58.5% of the cases, which is 39 times (which was 33 now). This would 

result in 2 more saves (instead of the 15 saves now performed) on 68 penalty kicks. If 
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goalkeepers would use Rule 3a (so only including cases when the arm is stretched) they 

would dive to the correct corner in 59.6.% of the cases (instead of the now achieved 48.9%), 

and perform 10 instead of 11 saves on 47 penalty kicks. When goalkeepers would have used 

Rule 3b, they would be in the right corner in 53.6% of the cases, leading to 16 saves instead 

of the 15 saves now performed. When we perform these calculations only for the right-footed 

players of Rule 3c (so only when the arm is stretched), they would be in the correct corner 

61.9% of the cases, which was 47.6% now. This would result in 11 saves instead of the 9 now 

performed. When all right-footed penalty kicks were considered for rule 3d, the correct 

corner percentage would be 54.3% (instead of 47.4%) and this would lead to 2 more saves 

(14 instead of 12). When the rule for the defenders is used (3e), the goalkeeper would be in 

the right corner in 72.7% of the cases (which was 45.5%), which would lead to an amount of 

3 saves (instead of the one save performed now). And lastly, when rule 3f was applied (for 

the striker and defenders), the goalkeeper would be in the correct corner in 67.0% of the cases 

(instead of 48.6%), leading to 11 saves, instead of the 8 saves now performed. Applying Rule 

4 is a bit harder, since we can only calculate whether penalty takers did follow the rule, but 

not if a goalkeeper than choose the correct corner. During the World Cup, only 6 penalty 

takers performed a non-fluent run-up of the 68 taken penalty kicks. Of these 6 penalty kicks, 

three were kicked low, two middle high and one to the highest part of the goal. Although we 

could state that most penalty kicks were shot low and so our rule holds, the amount of cases 

is so limited that no conclusion can be drawn for this rule.    

All results are presented in Table 14 to get a better overview of the effectiveness of 

the guidelines. In the second column, the percentage of correct corner predictions is presented 

if the guideline would be followed by the goalkeeper, with between brackets the amount of 

percentage gained using the guideline compared with was now achieved by the goalkeepers. 

In the second column, the total amount of predicted saves is presented when the guidelines 
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would be followed perfectly by the goalkeepers, with between brackets the total amount of 

added saves compared the amount of saves that the goalkeepers achieved now.    

Table 14   

Percentages of the amount of correct corner predictions and amount of predicted saves by rule 

Rule Percentage correct corner (total 

added percentage) 

Amount of saves on x penalty 

kicks (total saves added) 

2 58.5% (+10.0%) 17 of 68 (+2) 

3a 59.6% (+10.7%) 12 of 47 (+1) 

3b 53.6% (+5.1%) 16 of 68 (+1) 

3c 61.9% (+14.3%) 11 of 42 (+2) 

3d 54.3% (+6.9%) 14 of 57 (+2) 

3e 72.7% (+27.2%) 3 of 12 (+2) 

3f 67.0% (+18.4%) 11 of 39 (+3) 

   

Based on the calculations presented above, we can conclude that the use of all rules 

for the direction of the penalty kick in horizontal plane during the World Cup in Russia 

would have resulted in more dives to the correct corner and this will thus, in simplified 

calculations, result in more saves than was now achieved by the goalkeepers, especially rule 

3e. Due a limited amount of cases, no conclusion is drawn on Rule 4. On overview of all 

suggested guidelines:  

  Rule 1a: When the direction of the non-kicking foot is pointing to the left, the shot 

will be to the leftside of the goal. When the direction of the non-kicking foot is 

pointing to the right, the shot will be to the right side of the goal. 
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 Rule 1b: When the direction of the non-kicking foot is pointing to the left, the shot 

will be to the leftside of the goal. When the direction of the non-kicking foot is 

pointing to the right, the shot will be to the rightside of the goal. When the direction 

of the non-kicking foor is pointing to the middle the shot will be be thorough the 

middle or to the right side for right-footed players and the left side for left-footed 

players 

 Rule 2: When the hip is in an open position, the shot will be to the dominant foot-side 

of the penalty taker (right for right-footed players, left for a left-footed player). When 

the hip is in an closed position, the shot will be to the non-dominant side of the 

penalty taker 

 Rule 3a: When the arm at the non-dominant foot side is stretched, the shot will be 

crossed 

 Rule 3b: When the arm at the non-domiant foot side is stretched, the shot will be 

crossed. When the arm at the non-domiant foot side is not stretched, a shot will be to 

the dominant foot-side of the penalty taker 

 Rule 3c: When the arm at the non-dominant foot side is stretched for a right-footed 

player, the shot will be crossed 

 Rule 3d: When the arm at the non-dominant foot side is stretched for a right-footed 

player, the shot will be crossed. When the arm at the non-domiant foot side is not 

stretched for a right-footed player, a shot will be to the dominant foot-side of the 

penalty taker 

 Rule 3e: When the penalty taker is a defender and when the arm at the non-dominant 

foot side is stretched for a right-footed player, the shot will be crossed 

 Rule 3f: When the penalty taker is a defender or a striker and when the arm at the 

non-domiant foot side is stretched for a right-footed player, the shot will be crossed. 
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When the arm at the non-domiant foot side is not stretched for a right-footed player, a 

shot will be to the dominant foot-side of the penalty taker. 

 Rule 4: When a penalty taker performs a non-fluent run-up, the shot will be low. 

Discussion 

The first research question in this research was to find cues which were predictive for 

the direction of the penalty kick and our second research questions whether these cues differ 

between amateur and professional player. First, we will take a closer look at the variables 

which were both significant for the amateur and professional players and compare these 

results with what was found in the previous research. Then, the differences between the 

amateurs and professionals will be discussed followed by discussing the practical outcomes 

(research question 3) of this research We will furthermore look critically at this research and 

suggest what kind of research and set-up might be interesting based on this research to be 

conducted in the future.  

4.1 Hip position  

For both groups of players, the hip and the type of kick were informative for the 

horizontal direction of the penalty kick. The position of the hip turned out to have the biggest 

effect, which was in line with previous research stating the hip to be of great value (Lees & 

Owens, 2011; Williams & Burwitz, 1993) and also visual search behavior research pointed 

out the importance of this region for successful goalkeepers (Kim & Lee, 2006; Piras & 

Vickers, 2011; Savelsbergh, Williams, Van Der Kamp, & Ward, 2002; Savelsbergh, 

Williams, Kamp, & Ward, 2010). Also, the proposed direction of this cue by Williams & 

Burwitz (1993) was confirmed by our samples. Our biggest academic addition to this is 

broadening the range of applicably for this cue both in sample size (Lees & Owens (2011) 

used only 8 players) as level (Williams & Burwitz (1993) used amateur and semi-
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professional goalkeepers). Although we can conclude, based on our results, that the hip is a 

predictive cue for both groups, differences were found in which direction they follow the “hip 

rule”. While the amateur players seem to be able to alter their shot in any direction when their 

hip was in an closed position (48.26% of closed hips lead to a shot to the non-dominant side 

foot), the professional players seem to be obliged more to shoot to their non-dominant foot 

side (67.68%). But for the other hip position (the open hip), professional were more flexible 

in their direction (53.25% to the dominant-side foot) than the amateur players (75.19%). It is 

not clear to the researchers what causes this difference between the two groups.  

4.2 Type of kick 

Although the type of kick was not named in any previous research to be predictive for 

the direction of a penalty kick, it was found in this research to indeed have influence. Two 

types of kicks were separated: the inside kick (kicked with the inner part of the foot) and the 

instep kick (kicked with the upper surface of the foot). By far most of the shots for the 

professional sample were taken with an inside kick (93.18%), while this was much lower for 

the amateur sample (66.36%). And although this is also caused by the structure of the data 

gathering of the amateur sample (most penalty takers are constant in whether they shoot there 

penalty kick with an inside or instep so if one participant shoots 10 times it will influence the 

dataset greatly) it is also likely to be caused by the fact that professionals will shoot in a more 

controlled way (since there is more at risk due the penalty kick is taken during a real game), 

as the inside kick is been viewed as the more controlled way of shooting in common. When a 

penalty kick is taken with inside foot, in 60.31% of the cases the ball was crossed. But when 

a penalty kick was shot with an instep kick, there is about a 50/50% chance were the ball will 

end up (51.22% vs 48.78%). Since this cue is not visible for the goalkeeper it has not much 

practical value for the goalkeeper, but still it is a variable which was not identified as 

predictive for the direction of the penalty kick in previous research, which makes it still 
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interesting to note. Previous research did search for differences in fixation frequency, 

location, duration and transitions in gaze behavior between instep kick and inside kick, but 

did not find significant differences for ball location (Piras & Vickers, 2011). This might be 

caused due this research used a small sample with only 7 participants, while a bigger sample 

might result in significant results.  

4.3 Direction non-kicking foot 

The direction of the non-kicking foot could only be tested for its predictive power for 

the amateur’s sample, since we were unable to code this for the professional sample. Still, 

since the relation between the direction of the shot and the direction of the non-kicking foot 

was quite strong with 71 percent aligned for the amateur sample, we suggest the same 

relationship will probably be found for the professional sample. This is also based on 

previous findings of Hanvey (1999), who found alignment of 80 percent in penalty kicks of 

FIFA World Cup competitions (1982-1994) and Quintic 4 Education which found 77 percent 

with four university football players, from which we conclude that it most probably will be 

found in both groups.   

4.4 Height of the shot  

One variable which have no practical use at all, but still (surprisingly) had predictive 

power for the direction of the shot is the height of the shot in the amateur sample. When the 

amateur player shot to his dominant foot-side, the chance increased that the shot would be 

middle high or high. Not such a relationship was found in the professional sample. The cause 

of this relationship is unclear to the researchers.  

4.5 Velocity run-up 

Also, one variable was found to be predictive only for the professional players but not 

for the amateurs: the velocity of the run-up. Although some research investigated multiple 
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attributes of the run-up like angle of approach and the starting position (Hanvey, 1999; 

Loffing & Hagemann, 2014; A M Williams & Burwitz, 1993), none of these measured the 

speed of the run-up itself and its relationship with the direction of a penalty kick. In this 

research, it was found that a faster run-up leads to a bigger chance of a shot to the dominant 

foot-side of the penalty taker. Although, we were not able to transform the value of velocity 

in a more practical variable (e.g. slow and fast) which still kept its predictive power, it still 

indicates that there is some interesting relationship here which should be investigated in 

future research.     

4.6 Kicked low  

There were no variables with predictive power for the dependent variable kicked low 

which were present in both the samples. This is partly due that both data sets have different 

variables (e.g. the professional sample consist also of game related variables). In the amateur 

sample, whether the shot was crossed, type of kick, and the own expectation of the amount of 

goals the participant would score were predictive for whether a shot was kicked low. In the 

professional sample, these were the variables of a fluent run-up, the amount of minutes 

played by the penalty taker, whether the team was losing, and whether the goalkeeper was 

able to touch the ball.   

4.7 Kicked high 

Only one variable had predictive power for the dependent variable kicked high which 

was present in both samples: whether the goalkeeper touches the ball. In the amateur sample, 

whether the result of the penalty kick was a goal, whether the shot was crossed, the type of 

kick furthermore had predictive power. For the professional sample, only the fluency of the 

run-up was besides the goalkeeper touching the ball a significant predictor. Overall, we 

conclude that for the height of the shot (so including both kicked low and kicked high), only 
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the fluency of the run-up had practical value since all other variables could not be seen by the 

goalkeeper or were outcome variables.    

4.8 Amateurs vs Professionals 

As it turned out, professionals were not better at hiding their cues than the amateurs, 

which is the answer to our second research question. In both samples, the hip and type of kick 

had predictive power for the direction of the shot. Furthermore, the velocity of the run-up 

does not say anything about whether a shot will be crossed in the amateur sample, while for 

the professional sample, a faster run-up leads to a larger chance of a non-crossed shot. It 

could therefore be concluded that amateurs might be even better at hiding the cues which tell 

where there penalty kick will be shot, although they probably are not aware of this. One 

reason which might causes this difference, is the routine a professional player has developed, 

creating a more stable matter of shooting a penalty kick and by that more stable relationship 

between cues and the direction of the penalty kick. Most amateur players will barely ever 

take a penalty kick or train on it, while a professional player (especially the usual taker) trains 

on his penalty kick to get a steady aim, which could cause more stabilized relationship 

between the cues. This would thus mean that amateur player performs more random 

behaviour than professional players.   

4.9 Guidelines 

Although it is interesting to consider all variables with predictive power for the 

dependent variables from an academic standpoint, it did not add much practical value. The 

models created present the maximal achievable prediction when all variables could be 

evaluated in an instant and this is of course impossible for a goalkeeper. In order to add 

practical concrete guidelines were investigated in order to help goalkeepers, which was our 

third research question. Some meaningful suggestions could be derived from the results of 
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this research. Based on the data, goalkeepers would benefit the most from focusing on the 

direction of the non-kicking foot or the hip. Based on the suggestion by one of the 

professional goalkeeper coaches and the skeptical view of the professionals on these two 

cues, other cues were considered. The stretching of the arm turned out to be a rather good 

predictor for the direction of the penalty kick, especially when the penalty taker is a right-

footed player (and defender or midfielder). In order to predict the height of the shot only the 

fluency of the run-up was indicated as valuable. Based on all mentioned cues above, a list of 

9 concrete rules was created and tested over the World Cup of 2018. The results of these 

calculations showed that our guidelines worked pretty well, making us very curious whether 

this could be translated to the field-setting. 

4.10 Statistical vs Clinical prediction  

One of the aims of this research was also to be an (small) addition to the academic 

discussion in the field of statistical versus clinical prediction (Grove & Meehl, 1996). Since 

both our highest limit logistic models and practical logistic models (if possible) resulted in 

better predictions than those of the experts (in this case the decision of the corner by the 

goalkeeper), we could conclude that the statistical prediction is superior to the clinical 

prediction. Problem with this is the fact that a model is not able to stop a penalty kick, so we 

explored possibilities to combine these models with practical use, resulting in our guidelines. 

Multiple researchers also investigated possibilities to combine statistical and clinical 

prediction in various fields of studies with success (Blattberg, Hoch, & Science, 1990; 

Bretschneider, Gorr, Grizzle, & Klay, 1989; Clemen, 1989; Lawrence, Edmundson, & 

O’Connor, 1986; Lim & O’Connor, 1995; Lobo & Nair, 1990; Sanders & Ritzman, 1989). 

This research could also be viewed as a successful combination of statistical and clinical 

prediction in order to come up with more accurate and useful predictions, although it still 

need to be tested in a field setting.        
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4.11 Limitations 

Due there are great differences in the data gathering of the both samples used in this 

research, it would be wise to be careful making too hard claims about the differences between 

the amateurs and professionals. While the amateurs sample lacks all game related data (and 

probably also the pressure that is often on a penalty kick and is named by all experts as being 

a crucial part of the penalty kick), the professional data was limited in what could be well 

judged from the video clips. Ideally, penalty kicks should be recorded during amateur 

matches since there would be more at stake than only a gift card, which increase the pressure 

(which off course is still completely different from the pressure at a professional match with a 

full stadium). For the professional video clips, it would be beneficial to gain more viewpoints 

in order to judge for example the direction of the non-kicking leg.     

Furthermore, due the amateurs needed to shoot 5 penalty kicks consecutively twice, 

they were more likely to vary their shot more than the professionals which causes some 

differences when average numbers are calculated. Although a substantial amount of variables 

were coded for this research, still others were left untouched (e.g. behavior penalty taker, a 

measure for the pressure etc.). Also, choices were made (or it was simply impossible) to not 

include some of the variables which were proposed in previous literature (e.g. angle of 

approach, trunk lean, starting position), which might still have predictive power and thus 

should be included when a completer view on the topic is desired.  

Another problem with our sampling, is the large amount of young players in our 

amateur sample. 42.42% of the sample was of the age below 15, which might have influence 

on the outcome. Especially the youngest players (11 years) who just started to play on a 

normal field with big goals might lack the technique to some degree in order to really aim 

their shot. It would be probably better to start sampling players which are a bit older and 
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seem to be more aware of their kicking technique, since it would be doubtful to make 

recommendations to professional players based on youth data.    

4.12 Future research 

This research found three new variables to have predictive power over the direction of 

the penalty kick, which were not stated in previous research: the stretch of the arm at the non-

dominant foot side, the type of kick and the velocity of the run-up. The categorization of the 

stretching arm in this research was binary: the arm was stretched or not. Although most times 

the arm was both stretched and lifted above hip-height, there were also instances when this 

was not the case and off course there were much more arm positions present in this research. 

It would be interesting to make more categorizations for different positions and heights of the 

arm, in order to find if differences can be found between these categories. The velocity of the 

arm was now measured in steps per seconds, but it must be stated that the equipment used for 

this is not the best suitable measurement tool for velocity. More precise measures (e.g. 

accelerometer) might uncover interesting relationships and furthermore would improve the 

reliability of the found correlation in this research. The type of kick might be a little less 

interesting to be further investigated in the sense of practical value, especially since the instep 

kick is barely used by professionals. Still, it was a surprising outcome of this research and 

would be interesting if more research include this variable in there analysis to see whether 

they find the same relationship.        

In future research, it would be far less time consuming if the video clips could be 

coded automatically. In this research, all variables were coded by hand, which was a great 

burden. Since no publicly available data-base of penalty kicks existed, one was created. We 

would encourage future researchers on this topic to add more video-clips to this data-base in 

order to create a broad and large source of video material, which makes it possible for 
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researchers in the future to more easily conduct analyses. As stated above, it would be 

interesting if the cues which were newly introduced as predictive cues in this research would 

be more thoroughly investigated (e.g. different arm positions). Although, at the start of the 

research one goal was to create a training program for goalkeepers in order to make them 

better at saving penalty kicks, it turned out to be impossible to achieve this in the time 

window which was available. We were able to get a feeling for how well our guidelines work 

applying them on the penalty kicks taken at the World Cup of 2018, but we were not able to 

test whether a goalkeeper can first of all pick-up these rules. We assume, based on previous 

research, that goalkeeper should be able to become better at looking at the most promising 

cues, but since the amount of research who translated this to the field is limited, we cannot be 

sure whether it would help in the field-setting as well. One researcher who tried to translate 

this findings to the field used the direction of the non-kicking foot as cue to focus on 

(Hanvey, 1999), with which he was able to improve the accuracy of the prediction of the 

correct corner but not the amount of saves. This might be caused due the fact that this cue is 

presented lately and a goalkeeper needs time to process this information and react on it. The 

stretching of the arm would be in that sense an easier cue to react on since it is earlier 

presented than the direction of the non-kicking foot and by that might be easier to react on. A 

logical follow-up study based on this research would be to test whether this is the case. It 

would furthermore be interesting when research would aim more on the translation to the 

field on the use of the hip position and the direction of the non-kicking foot, since these are 

the best predictors for the direction of the penalty kick according to our study. Overall, we are 

extremely curious if it is possible to learn a goalkeeper one or multiple of our proposed 

guidelines, train him or her applying them and whether it helps them to save more penalty 

kicks. For this training, the most logical form would be a visual training program, since this 
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has proven to be successful in various types of sports and also in soccer it was able to alter 

the gaze behavior of players.   

To conclude this thesis, we were able to find cues which are predictive for the 

direction of the penalty kick, with the use of previously found cues in research (direction of 

the non-kicking foot, hip position) but also for new variables (type of kick, velocity of the 

run-up and arm stretch). We furthermore found out that professional players are not better at 

hiding their cues when shooting a penalty kick. Lastly, we were able to come up with a list of 

concrete practical guidelines which can help a goalkeeper to be better a saving a penalty kick.        
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Appendix A 
Questionnaire background information amateur penalty takers  

 

 

Achtergrondinformatie penaltynemer 
 
Deze korte vragenlijst bevat vragen voor het onderzoek ‘Cue Utilization Training of Soccer 
Goalkeepers during Penalty Kicks’. Voordat het onderzoek begint is het belangrijk dat u kennis 
neemt van de werkwijze die bij dit onderzoek gevolgd wordt en dat u instemt met vrijwillige 
deelname. Het onderzoek wordt uitgevoerd door Quint van de Koedijk, student onder supervisie 
van Chris Snijders van de Human-Technology Interaction group. 

Achtergrond informatie 
 

1) Wat is uw leeftijd?      ______________ 

 

2) Hoeveel jaar speelt u voetbal?     ______________ 

 

3) Op welk niveau voetbalt u op dit moment?   ______________ 

  

4) Bent u binnen uw team de gebruikelijke penaltynemer?      Ja/Nee 

  

5) Wat is uw positie in het veld?    Aanvaller/Middenvelder/Verdediger 

 

6) Hoeveel penalty’s verwacht u zelf te scoren van de 10? ______________   

 

7) Bent u links- of rechtsbenig?    Links/Rechts 

 

8) Oefent u op het nemen van een penalty?                        Vaak/Soms/Nooit 

                                             

 

 

 

 

Paraaf participant:  ___________________ 

 

 

 

 

Participant nummer: _______   (in te vullen door de onderzoeker) 
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Appendix B 

Questionnaire background information amateur goalkeepers 

 

 

Achtergrondinformatie keeper 
Deze korte vragenlijst bevat vragen voor het onderzoek ‘Cue Utilization Training of Soccer 

Goalkeepers during Penalty Kicks’. Voordat het onderzoek begint is het belangrijk dat u kennis 

neemt van de werkwijze die bij dit onderzoek gevolgd wordt en dat u instemt met vrijwillige 

deelname. Het onderzoek wordt uitgevoerd door Quint van de Koedijk, student onder supervisie 

van Chris Snijders van de Human-Technology Interaction group. 

Achtergrond informatie 
 

1) Wat is uw leeftijd?       ______________ 

 

2) Hoeveel jaar speelt u voetbal?      ______________ 

 

3) Op welk niveau voetbalt u op dit moment?    ______________ 

  

4) Hoeveel penalty’s verwacht u zelf te stoppen van de 10?  ______________   

 

5) Oefent u op het stoppen van een penalty?                         Vaak/Soms/Nooit 

 

6) Omschrijf uw tactiek (mits u deze heeft) voor het stoppen van een penalty (denk hierbij aan 
het letten op bepaalde lichaamsdelen, uw eigen bewegingen etc.)  

                                             

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Paraaf participant:  ___________________ 

 

Participant nummer: _______   (in te vullen door de onderzoeker) 
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Appendix C 

Summary of all variables collected from the amateur sample 

Table C1    

All variables collected from the amateur sample    

Variable M SD Count  

Amount of steps in run-up 4.00 1.31 330 

Velocity of run-up (steps/s) 0.28 0.05 330 

Hip closed 

     Yes 

     No  

 

 

  

201 

129 

Type of kick 

     Inside kick 

     Instep kick 

   

219 

111 

Direction non-kicking foot 

     Left 

     Middle 

     Right 

   

59 

138 

133 

Keeper movement 

     Stationary 

     Waving Arms 

     Jumping 

     Feint movements 

     Combination of above 

   

269 

0 

31 

16 

14 
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Location goalkeeper 

     +- 30 cm to the right 

     +- 15 cm to the right 

        in the middle 

      +- 15 cm to the left  

      +- 30 cm to the left 

   

1 

89 

172 

66 

2 

Goalkeeper outcome (from Dicks et al. 2010)  

     Goalkeeper successfully saves the kick, either by holding onto or blocking     

     the ball 

 

76 

     Goalkeeper dives in the correct direction and contacts the ball but fails to  

     stop a goal from being scored 

24 

     Goalkeeper dives in the correct direction but fails to make contact with the  

     ball 

65 

     Goalkeeper makes a movement in the correct direction but does not dive  

     and fails to make contact with the ball 

26 

     Goalkeeper does not move from the center of the goal  44 

     Goalkeeper makes any final movement to the opposite side of the goal to      

     the final ball location 

95 

Age penalty takers 18.39 6.55 33 

Age goalkeepers 20.50 7.53 6 

Years of experience penalty takers 12.55 5.52 33 

Years of experience goalkeepers 13.83 5.64 6 

Usual penalty taker of the team 

     Yes 

     No 

   

26 

7 
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Position  

     Goalkeeper 

     Defender 

     Midfielder 

     Striker 

   

1 

13 

9 

10 

Expectation of outcome 10 penalty kicks penalty 

takers 

6.79 2.00 33 

Expectation of outcome 10 penalty kicks 

goalkeepers 

4.00 2.00 6 

Left or right-footed 

     Lefty 

     Righty 

 

 

  

5 

28 

Practice on taking a penalty kick  

     Never 

     Sometimes 

     Often 

   

14 

18 

1 

Practice on saving a penalty kick  

     Never 

     Sometimes 

     Often 

   

2 

3 

1 

Arm stretched 

     Yes 

     No 

   

201 

129 

Level of league penalty takers 

     Hoofdklasse 

   

8 
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     1e klasse 

     2e klasse 

     5e klasse 

     6e klasse 

3 

10 

7 

5 

Level of league goalkeepers 

     3e Divisie 

     Hoofdklasse 

     1e klasse 

     2e klasse 

     5e klasse 

     6e klasse 

   

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Appendix D 

Summary of all variables collected from professional sample 

Table D1    

All variables collected from the professional sample  

Variable M SD Count 

Club taker   18 

Club Goalkeeper   34 

Time of penalty 71.32 36.16 176 

Minutes played taker penalty 60.65 35.67 176 

Home game 

     Yes 

     No 

 

 

  

98 

78 

Amount of goals home team at moment penalty 1.63 1.69 176 

Amount of goals away team at moment penalty 1.30 1.57 176 

Amount of steps in run-up 4.77 1.30 176 

Velocity of run-up (steps/s) 

Fluent run-up  

     Yes 

     No 

0.27 0.05 176 

 

136 

40 

Hip closed 

     Yes 

     No  

 

 

  

99 

77 
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Type of kick 

     Inside kick 

     Instep kick 

   

164 

12 

Keeper movement 

     Stationary 

     Waving 

     Jumping 

     Feint movements 

     Combination of above 

   

120 

1 

31 

20 

4 

Location goalkeeper 

     +- 30 cm to the right 

     +- 15 cm to the right 

        in the middle 

      +- 15 cm to the left  

      +- 30 cm to the left 

   

0 

11 

138 

27 

0 

Goalkeeper outcome (from Dicks et al. 2010)     

     Goalkeeper successfully saves the kick, either by holding onto or blocking     

     the ball 

28 

     Goalkeeper dives in the correct direction and contacts the ball but fails to  

     stop a goal from being scored 

9 

     Goalkeeper dives in the correct direction but fails to make contact with the  

     ball 

47 

     Goalkeeper makes a movement in the correct direction but does not dive  

     and fails to make contact with the ball 

0 

     Goalkeeper does not move from the center of the goal  3 
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     Goalkeeper makes any final movement to the opposite side of the goal to      

     the final ball location 

89 

Age penalty takers 25.44 3.62 91 

Age goalkeepers 26.90 4.56 51 

Position 

     Defender 

     Midfielder 

     Striker 

   

24 

50 

102 

Left or right-footed 

     Lefty 

     Righty 

 

 

  

50 

126 

Arm stretched 

     Yes 

     No 

   

106 

70 

League 

     Champions League  

     Eredivisie (highest level Holland) 

     Florida Cup 

     Johan Cruijff Schaal (Dutch Super Cup) 

     Jupiler League  (2nd level Holland) 

     KNVB Beker (Dutch Cup) 

     Nacompetitie (promotion/delegation) 

     Playsoffs European tickets 

   

1 

105 

7 

4 

7 

41 

1 

10 

 

Attendance 16472.82 10427.58 176 


